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dSPACE Test Benches – Highly Dynamic 
with Maximum Flexibility

Whether you’re developing electric steering systems, brake systems, or electronic control 

units with integrated sensors – dSPACE provides tailor-made test benches for each use case.

Put your systems to the test under extreme conditions, with forces and torques from 

measure ment data or real-time vehicle dynamics simulations. Benefi t from our know-how 

that covers everything: design, planning, installation, and support. All from a single source.

Our scalable systems range from small rotary test benches for offi ce use, to large test 

benches for complete steering systems.

Maximum fl exibility and turn-key solutions – from dSPACE.

Bosch – Quickly and Reliably Evaluating a 48 Volt Hybrid   

Mitsubishi – Flexibly Implementing Autonomy  

Porsche
Mechatronically Validating 
 Steering Systems
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PAGE 2 PAGE 63DSPACE ON BOARD

“ The fully electric airplane ELIAS is thoroughly tested in an aircraft-in-the-loop simu-
lation at our parent company IABG to prepare the test fl ights. During the simula-
tion, we not only verify the automatic fl ight, we also test switching from manual 
fl ight mode to automatic fl ight mode while airborne. MicroAutoBox from dSPACE 
is used on board as the fl ight guidance computer.”

Dr. Hans Tönskötter, Senior Manager Airborne Systems, ACENTISS GmbH

Read the complete article about ELIAS in the next issue of dSPACE Magazine. 

Skillfully Avoiding Collisions  
ZF has developed a new emergency 
steer assistant that will help avoid 
rear-end collisions of trucks. The com-
pany recently demonstrated to the 
German press how reliably the ad-
vanced driver assistance system works. 
dSPACE MicroAutoBox was one of 
the tools used for the setup of the 
controller prototype.  

Adaptive Control for Assembly 
Machines 
Chinese researchers use an adaptive 
control with integrated disturbance 
observation to optimize the position-
ing precision of surface-mount-tech-
nology (SMT) assembly machines for 
circuit boards. To demonstrate their 
solution, they used an experimental 
setup based on the universal dSPACE 
DS1104 R&D Controller Board and 
dSPACE ControlDesk. 

Driving School for Autonomous 
Vehicles 
Students of Stanford University devel-
oped high-performance algorithms
for their autonomous vehicle to avoid 
accidents. They installed a dSPACE
MicroAutoBox in the vehicle to help 
them achieve intelligent driving func-
tions with which the vehicle can avoid 
sudden obstacles, for example.

The motto for the new emergency steer assistant 
EMA (Evasive Maneuver Assist) by ZF is collision 
avoidance and maintaining driving stability. 
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_ZF

ZF uses a MicroAutoBox as the prototype
controller in the truck. 

Discover intriguing and innovative applications, achieved with dSPACE development tools

An SMT-based assembly requires high-precision
positioning capabilities.  
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_SMT

Students train their autonomous vehicle
to recognize and avoid obstacles.  
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_Stanford

Electronic components for the autonomous
control. The MicroAutoBox plays a central
role in their development.  

dSPACE on Board  

The adaptive algorithms are calculated on
the DS1104 R&D Controller Board.

Source: © Stanford University

Learn more about these applications online, 
via videos, photos, and reports: 
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_REF_E

Source: © ZF Source: © BILD

Source: © Stanford University
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“ dSPACE offers a comprehensive 
range of products and services 
for the development of electric 
drive systems.“

There have been quieter times for the automotive indus-

try. Developing combustion engines that comply with 

emissions requirements is becoming so diffi cult that 

OEMs struggle with even the smallest improvements.

I just read an article about how using variable intake 

manifolds could save 1 (in words: one) gram of CO2 per 

kilometer in the New European Driving Cycle. To put 

this into perspective: Mid-size cars emit about 150 g. 

Electric motors that replace conventional shock absorbers 

could reduce CO2 emissions by 3 g by means of recu-

peration, as Audi is currently demonstrating. These are 

just two examples of the automotive industry’s exten-

sive efforts.

Electric vehicles are now expected to jump-start emission 

reduction. They are often considered emission-free, 

although in most cases, fossil fuels have to provide the 

energy to charge the vehicles. This just relocates the 

emissions. But the political requirements are met, and 

that seems to be the main criterion.

Automobile manufacturers are also challenged by dyna-

mic start-ups that focus on electric drives and aggres-

sively pursue autonomous driving. This spurs not only 

drive development but also the entire vehicle electrifi -

cation. dSPACE has been preparing for this over the last 

years by continuously expanding its range of solutions 

for electric drives – from the charging station, to battery 

management, to the motor that propels the vehicle – and 

for electrifying the auxiliary units.

Our mechatronic test benches for electronic power steer-

ing systems are one example for the latter. The high end 

of the range includes highly dynamic setups like the one 

described on page 24. It was preceded by several test 

benches of similar size that were built for other customers. 

This shows what dSPACE has always been doing: 

combining software, electronics, control engineering, 

and mechanical engineering. Here’s a short anecdote: 

A customer who had ordered a test bench came to 

dSPACE to see how far his project had come along. He 

was surprised to see that there would not be a delay. 

He hadn’t been expecting this, because the lab that the 

test bench would be set up in was not ready yet. A far 

more pleasant surprise was that the real test bench even 

surpassed his expectations in terms of dynamics.

Dr. Herbert Hanselmann

PAGE 3EDITORIAL
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CUSTOMERSPAGE 6

When 48 V systems are used in vehicles, new high-performance functions and 
technologies can be introduced that signifi cantly reduce fuel consumption. 
Within this context, Bosch Engineering China has developed a 48 V belt-driven 
starter generator. MicroAutoBox II, used as a prototyping controller here, has 
considerably accelerated the development process.

GuaranteedGuaranteed
Power Rapid control prototyping 

of fuel-saving functions in 
a 48 V system 

Source: © Bosch
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PAGE 7BOSCH

T
signifi cantly during the past few de-
cades. With the development of ve-
hicle technology, the increasing use 
of electrical components in vehicle 
systems has led to better vehicle per-
formance and reliability. However, the 
trend also leads to an exponential 
increase in the power demand and 
creates new challenges for the power 
net. 

Why 48 V?
To meet the increasing power needs 
in the future, the current 12 V system 
is in transition to a higher voltage level 
system [1]. In addition, the higher vol-
tage level also reduces the energy loss 
during the power distribution in the 
vehicle system. The 36 V and 42 V sys-
tems have been well discussed and 
analyzed in the past few years. How-
ever, they were not widely used in 
vehicle applications, because only a 
few SAE standards (SAE = Society of 
Automotive Engineers) were estab-
lished for them. The 48 V system is a 
hot topic in Europe. Major OEMs, such 
as Audi, BMW, Daimler, Porsche and 
VW, have proposed the standard LV148 
[2], which defi nes the concept of an 
operating voltage in a range from 25 V 
to 60 V. According to LV148, the unre-
stricted functional operation range lies 
between 36 V to 52 V (with an aver-
age of 48 V), which is below the 60 V 
threshold, so no special, expensive pro-
tection is needed to prevent electrical 
hazards (fi gure 1). This also leads to 
lower system costs in comparison with 
hybrid vehicles which operate at vol-
tages higher than 60 V and require 

the evolution of vehicle power 
systems in voltage level and 
power demand has increased 

 >>

E-Creep

e

Boost

Recuperation

Coasting

Start/Stop

BSGA
St/St
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CUSTOMERSPAGE 8

In the 48 V system, the BRM, PCU, and 
48 V Li-ion battery are connected elec-
trically. The BRM can operate either as 
a generator or as a motor. As a gene-
rator, it charges the Li-ion battery ac-
cording to the driving status. As a mo-
tor, it assists the engine with additio-
nal torque, which either enhances dri-
vability or saves fuel. The 48 V Li-ion 
battery is used to absorb the recupe-
rated braking energy and provide the 
power to the BRM during the comfor-
table engine cranking phase and the 
boosting phase. The 48 V Li-ion bat-
tery system contains the battery stack, 
relay box, and battery management 
system (BMS). The BMS has CAN in-
terfaces that can send out the battery 
status and also receive the commands 
to control the main relay or coordinate 
the external charging function. The 
PCU has a nominal power of 2.5 kW, 
which completely fulfi ls the power re-
quirement of a normal vehicle power 
net. The 48 V system provides the pos-
sibility to use higher electrical loads for 
the PTC auxiliary heater, an e-compres-
sor for air conditioning, electric power 
steering (EPS), cooling fan motors, and 
window heating, for example. 

Boost Recuperation Machine: 
Effi cient Prototyping with 
dSPACE MicroAutoBox II
Several demo vehicles with a 48 V BRS 
have been developed by Bosch Engi-
neering China. Figure 4 gives an over-
view of a prototype 48 V BRS from 
one of the demo vehicles. The 48 V 
BRS can achieve a convenient engine 
start/stop function (including start/stop 
coasting) which uses the belt-driven 
boost recuperation machine to recu-
perate the braking energy and store 
it in the 48 V Li-ion battery. It also pro-
vides an additional torque on the en-
gine crankshaft to boost the vehicle, 
or it can move the vehicle purely elec-
trically with limited speed and con-
strained functions (called E-creep). In 
short, with the described 48 V system, 
the start/stop, coasting, recuperation, 
boost, and E-creep functions can be 

Figure 2: Recuperation under the driving cycles New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and 
Worldwide Harmonized Light-Duty Vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC). 

hicles Test Cycle (WLTC). Figure 2 shows 
the qualitative advantages of a 48 V 
recuperation system. The most impor-
tant points that speak for the wide-
spread use of a 48 V system are:

  It enables the operation of high-power 
accessories, such as the air compres-
sor, turbo, PTC auxiliary heater (PTC = 
positive temperature coeffi cient).   

  Fuel-saving hybrid driving functions 
in terms of recuperation, boost, and 
start/stop can be easily implemented. 

  The driving experience can be en-
hanced by adding more function-
alities, such as comfortable start/stop, 
change-of-mind start (restart during 
power-down), and start/stop coas-
ting. 

  With the increase of system voltage, 
the cable current will be reduced, 
thereby decreasing cable power loss 
and improving power effi ciency. 

 
48 V System Overview
The Bosch boost recuperation system 
(BRS) is a 48 V belt-driven starter gene-
rator composed of three key compo-
nents (fi gure 3): an air-cooled boost 
recuperation machine (BRM), a DC/DC 
converter (also called a power control 
unit, PCU), and a 48 V Li-ion battery. 
In the BRS, two power nets (48 V/12 V) 
co-exist and are connected via the PCU. 

Figure 1: Safety voltage defi nition.

these safety mechanisms. In addition, 
signifi cant fuel savings can be achieved 
by using a 48 V system instead of a 
traditional 12 V system, because the 
recuperation function (brake energy 
recuperation) in a 48 V system is ca-
pable of recuperating more energy 
than a 12 V system under the New 
European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and 
Worldwide Harmonized Light-Duty Ve-
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PAGE 9BOSCH

performed. The BRM is usually instal-
led in the engine compartment, and 
the PCU and 48 V Li-ion battery are 
installed in the space of the rear trunk 
(fi gure 6). The BRS control algorithm 
runs on the MicroAutoBox II (1401/
1511), which has 4 channels for CAN 
communication and enough resources 

 >>

for processing the digital/analog sig-
nals and can fully meet the control re-
quirements at the hardware and soft-
ware levels. In addition, the Gateway 
function in the RTI CAN Blockset pro-
vides the means to modify the original 
vehicle CAN network to implement the 
BRS functions. MicroAutoBox II is a com-

pact module that can be installed in 
the vehicle and powered by the 12 V 
battery. The control software on the 
MicroAutoBox II has several layers and 
modules. In the application layer, there 
are two main modules: EEM coordina-
tion (EEM = electrical energy manage-
ment) and powertrain coordination. 

Figure 3: Layout of a Bosch 48 V belt-driven starter generator.

Figure 4: Prototyping a 48 V system with dSPACE MicroAutoBox II. 

“  During the prototyping process, the control algorithms of the 48 V boost 
recuperation machine were run on a dSPACE MicroAutoBox II. This let us 
evaluate the infl uences on the entire vehicle at an early stage and signifi -
cantly accelerate the development process.”

Zhu Xiaofeng, Bosch Engineering China

2nd Voltage Level (nom. 48 V) 12 V Voltage Level

   Power Loads 12 V Battery Starter Loads

BRM
 Integrated inverter
 Air-cooled
 Torque: max. 56 Nm
 Gen. mode Pel: 12 kW
 Motor mode Pmech: 10 kW
 Efficiency: up to 88%

Li-Ion Battery
 250 A charge/discharge
 200-960 Wh capacity
 Passive/active cooling

DC/DC Converter
 Power out: 1.5-3 kW
 Max current: 250 A (12 V)
 Passive/air/water cooling

TCU EMS BMS

PCU

Battery
sensor

Lead-acid 
batteryLi-ion batteryEngine BRMTransmission

12 V

48 V

Display

Starter 12 V loads

Brake pedal 
(PWG13)

Brake pedal 
(PWG13)

ACC
pedal
ACC
pedal

MicroAutoBox II
TCU
CAN Gateway

function

Hybrid CAN Display CAN

Drive
CAN

Modified
ACC pedal

LIN

L

TCU: transmission control unit 
EMS: engine management system  
BMS: battery management system
PCU: power control unit
BRM: boost recuperation
         machine
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CUSTOMERSPAGE 10

Figure 5: Selected test data of the main functions in the 48 V system.

Engine Cranking
In direct comparison between a normal 
starter and the 48 V BSG motor, the cran-
king ability of the 48 V BSG motor reaches 
400 rpm approximately 0.7 s faster. In ad-
dition, the BSG motor is connected with 
the engine crankshaft via a belt, resulting 
in less vibration during the engine cran-
king phase. 

Recuperation
In this example of a typical braking pro-
cess (around 8 s), the BSG motor works 
as a normal generator and recuperates 
the kinetic energy during the braking and 
stores it as electrical energy. The BSG tor-
que is negative due to the recuperation 
command. During recuperation, the 48 V 
battery absorbs the energy with a current 
of up to 200 A. This free recuperated 
energy reduces fuel consumption.

Boosting During Engine Cranking
This graph shows the boosting process 
in the NEDC driving cycle. The 48 V BSG 
motor provides the torque (positive value, 
red solid line) to compensate the driver’s 
demand torque (blue solid line).
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BOSCH PAGE 11

Within the EEM coordination, the Power 
on/off management, EEM strategy, and 
basic diagnostics are included. The 
powertrain coordination has the start/
stop function and the BSG motor (BSG = 
belt-driven starter generator) opera-
tion mode control strategies. The two 
main application modules transfer and 
receive the signal from the Real-Time 
Interface (RTI)-supported drivers in the 
lower layer, like CAN, LIN, and digital 
I/O.  

Summary
With dSPACE MicroAutoBox II as a pro-
totyping controller, the efforts on co-
ding, such as the fi xed-point adaption 
of the controller model and manage-
ment of run-time resources (like RAM 
and fl ash space), are reduced signifi -
cantly. Furthermore, the control algo-
rithm can be focused on at the very 
beginning of the system development 
phase. With the rapid control proto-
typing approach, the development time 
for the demo vehicles and fi rst proto-
types is reduced remarkably, because 
functions can be realized more effi -
ciently and real measurement data for 
future decisions is available in the 
early phase of mass production. There 
are even more benefi ts for the OEM. 
For example, the fuel-saving functions 
can be investigated with the 48 V tech-
nology on the target vehicle and the 
interactive system infl uences can be 
further studied for the complete ve-
hicle design. In addition, the prototy-
ping controller (i.e., MicroAutoBox II) 
can be integrated into the vehicle easily 
due to its compact size.  

References:
[1] Da Silva, W.; de Paula, P., 12V/14V to 
36V/42V Automotive System Supply Voltage 
Change and the New Technologies [J], SAE 
Paper 2002-01-3557
[2] Kuypers, M., Application of 48 Volt for 
Mild Hybrid Vehicles and High Power Loads 
[J], SAE Paper 2014-01-1790
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Figure 6:  MicroAutoBox II installation (on the left) in a demo car.  

Patrick Ziegler, Zhu Xiaofeng, Ji Guangji, 
Markus Wernsdoerfer, Lu Boran, Zhang Juan, 
BEG/EVS-CN, Bosch Engineering China 
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Developing a satellite-
based autonomous
vehicle control system

SpaceSS
Driving DrivingDriving
Your Car from 
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The vehicle blinks, changes its lane, accelerates, 
and then stops exactly at the next intersection – 
without anybody doing anything at the steering 
wheel. A satellite system, multiple sensors, and 
dSPACE MicroAutoBox II, with autonomous
vehicle steering implemented by Mitsubishi
Electric, make this vision a reality.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
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CUSTOMERSPAGE 14

nology that contributes to level 3 
autonomous vehicles. Level 3 ve-
hicles are conditionally automated 
driving systems that perform all driv-
ing tasks, but rely on the driver to 
assume control in certain situations. 
For example, during highway driv-
ing, drivers can take their eyes off 
the road and let the vehicle take 
over the necessary driving functions. 
However, drivers still need to be able 
to resume control after a few sec-
onds of warning. To verify the suit-
ability of preventative safety tech-
nology, Mitsubishi Electric uses 
MicroAutoBox II, a rapid control pro-
totyping (RCP) system from dSPACE.

Satellite-Assisted Positioning
Level 3 autonomous driving cannot 
be achieved with vehicle systems 
alone. The Japanese quasi-zenith 
satellite positioning can be em-
ployed to obtain high levels of pre-
cision and safety. The Quasi-Zenith 
Satellite System (QZSS; nicknamed 
“MICHIBIKI”) uses multiple satellites 
that have the same orbital period as 

High-precision positioning information is provided by the Japanese quasi-zenith satellite system.

Overview of the sensors for autonomous driving.

ing functions, ultimately increasing 
the driver’s sense of safety.

Autonomous “Diamond Safety” 
Technology
At Mitsubishi Electric, customers and 
their safety always come fi rst. Under 
this motto, Mitsubishi Electric is 
developing Diamond Safety – a tech-

T
new era of automobiles. With many 
vehicles already offering autonomous 
preventative safety systems, the ad-
dition of improved road infrastruc-
ture could increase the reliability 
and maturity of autonomous driv-

he rapid rise of global inter-
est in the field of autono-
mous driving is ushering in a 

Straight-ahead camera

Ultrasonic sensor

Millimeter wave radar

Antenna for satellite

Peripheral camera

Ultrasonic sensor

Infrared camera
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Diagram of the vehicle control system confi guration.

geostationary satellites with some 
orbital inclinations (their orbits are 
known as quasi-zenith orbits). 
These satellites are placed in mul-
tiple orbital planes so that one sat-
ellite always appears near the zenith 
above the region of Japan. The sys-
tem makes it possible to provide a 
highly accurate satellite positioning 

 >>

service covering close to 100% of 
Japan, including urban canyon and 
mountain terrain. The QZSS trans-
mits its specifi c augmentation sig-
nals (centimeter level augmentation 
information) in addition to the cur-
rent positioning signals. The fi rst 
satellite was launched in 2010, and 
by 2018, the system will feature 

three quasi-zenith satellites and one 
geosynchronous satellite. By 2023, 
the system will operate seven satel-
lites to enable continuous position-
ing. Data received from satellite
positioning systems provides the 
vehicle with a high level of accuracy 
and reliability for functions such as 
lane keeping and lane changing.

Camera

Measurement
computation

Lane keeping control
Adaptive cruise control

Lane keeping control
Adaptive cruise control

Vehicle status

Radar

Map

GNSS

Autonomous driving judgment section

MicroAutoBox II

Actuator, steering,
brakes, drive, etc.

Mutual
monitoring

Instruction values

Actuator status

Various measuring
devices

GNSS: global navigation satellite system

Dashboard of the vehicle equipped with the autonomous driving features. 
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information, which is an input for 
executing autonomous features and 
operating the actuators.  

Autonomous Vehicle Control
The lateral control of the vehicle 
utilizes a forward-looking model, as 
illustrated on the left. The forward 
position of the vehicle at a future 
point in time and the target driving 
path are compared and expressed 
by the lateral deviation Yd and the 
angle θ. Then, steering control is 
executed by using Yd, θ, and addi-
tional vehicle information. Vehicle 
control in the longitudinal direction 
is executed by the system through 
speed and brake controls. Speed 
control is performed by comparing 
the speed limit data provided by 
the map, and brake control, except 
for emergency braking, is set for a 
smooth deceleration. Stops, such 
as at an intersection, are executed 
on the basis of map data.

ControlDesk and MicroAutoBox II
for Verifi cation and Control
The dSPACE development tools
allowed for a quick implementation 
of control algorithms developed 
with MATLAB® and Simulink®, mak-
ing it possible to test new solutions 
immediately and adjust control 
parameters online. This is especially 

Illustration of the lateral vehicle control.

System Design Overview
The vehicle control system, imple-
mented completely on the Micro-
AutoBox II, analyzes a multitude of 
sensor and vehicle data, including 
data from autonomous driving and 
infrastructure components, such as 
the forward camera, millimeter wave 
radar, high-precision GNSS (global 
navigation satellite system) receiver 
and a high-precision map. For ex-
ample, the function of the lane 
keeping system makes highly reli-
able autonomous driving possible 
by correlating the target driving 
path based on the white-line recog-
nition with the forward monitor-
ing camera and the target driving 
path obtained from a high-precision 
map and high-precision positioning. 
In addition to vehicle speed, this 
data is augmented by other vehicle 

: Map data

: Straight-ahead position

: Approximate curve

Direction of
movement

Υd

θ

Vehicle 

The MicroAutoBox II in combination with 
other equipment performs the autonomous 
driving functions. 

Autonomous parking initiated with an external device, e.g., a smartphone.
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Conclusion
and Outlook 

The Diamond Safety technology 
has already reached a high level 
of maturity and scope of func-
tionality. The principle of auto-
nomous driving was successfully 
demonstrated on various test 
tracks. Our plan is to introduce 
individual safety functions of this 
technology into series production 
step by step. We would like to 
continue advancing the develop-
ment of the high-level autono-
mous driving control system by 
using dSPACE products.

“  Using MicroAutoBox II and ControlDesk lets us perform and evaluate tests 
with a very high level of effi ciency.”

Kazuo Hitosugi, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

useful as systems gain in complexity. 
The tools are able to connect vari-
ous sensors required to verify func-
tions and alleviate communication 
delays. The abilities considerably 
reduce the number of items to be 
verifi ed, thus improving productivity 
and liberating resources that would 
otherwise be required for analysis 

in different departments. If a system 
has the RCP equipment installed, the 
experiment software dSPACE Control-
Desk allows the control and moni-
toring of various parameters on one 
screen, e.g., visually switching ve-
hicle controls on and off and moni-
toring the input/output values of 
various interfaces and computational 

values. Additionally, with its multiple 
interfaces, MicroAutoBox II allows 
for easy vehicle operation and real-
time monitoring of data from mea-
surement devices. As a result, any 
evaluation can easily be completed.  

Hideyuki Tanaka,
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Mitsubishi Electric’s team of developers for the autonomous vehicle steering system. 

Back row (standing, from left to right): Yu Takeuchi, Kenta Katsu, Yuji Shimizu, Kazuo Hitosugi, 
Takatoshi Kakuta, Tsuyoshi Kichise. Front row (squatting, from left to right): Kazuhiro Nishiwaki, 
Hideyuki Tanaka (Senior Manager), Toshihide Satake, Michitoshi Azuma, Rei Yoshino.
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Hardware-in-the-loop test of electrifi ed 
dump trucks for surface mines  

of the King 

The Chinese SANY group´s SET230 dump truck can move up to 230 tons 
of payload. Its diesel-electric drive and a dSPACE HIL simulator provide 
maximum effi ciency — the fi rst in heavy-duty transport, the latter in deve-
loping and validating the complex drive control.

HIL 
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H

SANY

 >>

ave you ever seen a multi-
story apartment building climb 
up a 20-percent grade? If not, 

you should defi nitely go see a large
open-pit mine. In today’s mines, the
dump trucks often reach the size of
a small housing block and easily have
a total weight of several hundred tons.
Despite their enormous mass, these
giants always move safely and, in com-
parison to the past, very effi ciently
over rough and steep terrain. One of 
the contributing factors is the diesel-
electric drive, which has become the
market standard for dump trucks of
this magnitude. The diesel engine
drives a generator that uses an elec-
tronic inverter to supply the two
three-phase motors on the rear axle
with electric power to generate the
propulsion energy. Without a rigid
driveshaft from the diesel motor to
the drive axle, this design makes it
possible to work completely without
a manual transmission, mechanical 
couplings, differentials and drive shafts, 
which considerably reduces the weight 
and maintenance costs of the vehicle. 
However, to guarantee high effi ciency 
and safety during heavy-duty use in 
the mine, this drive concept requires 
highly complex control strategies for 
the electrical components.

Diesel engine

Torque converter

Transmission

Differential

Diesel propulsion

Diesel engine

Alternator

Diesel-electric propulsion

Power
converter

E-
motor

E-
motor

Grids

Gear-
box

Gear-
box

Gear-
box

Gear-
box

Compared to conventional diesel-powered mining trucks (left fi gure), diesel-electric vehicles 
like the SET230 do not require a rigid driveshaft from the diesel engine to the drive axle 
(right fi gure). Thus, both vehicle weight and maintenance effort are reduced signifi cantly.

Model-Based to New Dimensions
The engineers of the Chinese SANY
group also had to face this challenge as
they broke new ground while devel-
oping the SET230 dump truck (see
the table for technical data), facing
two issues at once. On the one hand,
the truck’s gigantic payload of 230
tons meant pressing forward into
whole new dimensions for the com-
pany. On the other, the engineers
only had rudimentary experience with
diesel-electric drive technology. This
is why SANY’s goal was to use simu-
lation to test and validate a large por-
tion of the control development.  

Turn-Key System for Virtual 
Vehicle Simulations
Instead of testing the real electrical
components in a large laboratory, SANY
decided to simulate the SET230’s
entire drive system with the help of
a turn-key dSPACE Simulator Full-Size.
This allowed the newly developed
controls to be tested and validated
together with an entire “virtual” ve-
hicle immediately after implemen-
tation on the electronic control unit
(ECU). Thus, the engineers were able 
to optimize their control strategies
already on the test bench. Without
having to compromise safety at all,
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Maximum grade ability

Continuous grade ability

Maximum downhill ability

Continuous downhill ability

Maximum vehicle speed

Weight of the electric drive system

Maximum payload

Maximum allowed gross weight

24%

12.5%

-14%

-13%

64 km/h

45 t

230 t

400 t

FPGA Base Boards. On the one hand,
this solution measures the fast, elec-
tromotor-specifi c signals of the ECUs,
such as the pulse-width-modulated
control signals of the power electro-
nics. On the other hand, it generates 
the rotary encoder signals for contro-
lling the electric motors. dSPACE ad-
justed the signal conditioning exactly 
to SANY’s specifi c requirements so
that the sensors could be simulated
at a current output with feedback sig-
nals of up to ±600 mA. To test the
CAN-bus communication with the
other vehicle systems, SANY uses two
DS2202 HIL I/O Boards that allow
its engineers to conveniently per-
form restbus simulation with the RTI 
CAN MultiMessage Blockset.

Modeling to the Last Detail
Besides powerful and fl exible hard-
ware for the simulation, SANY also 
focused on creating the most exact 
model of its dump truck and replica-
ting its unusually harsh work envi-
ronment as closely as possible. Since 
offl ine simulation with MATLAB®/
Simulink® needed to be possible for 
both of these aspects, SANY decided 
to also implement an extensive range 
of dSPACE Automotive Simulation 
Models (ASM). These models either 
already seamlessly covered all of the 
dump truck’s technological areas, or 
could be adapted to meet them with-
out great time and effort. To simulate 
the diesel-electric system, one of the 
components used is the ASM Engine 
Basic model that already replicates 
all the necessary parameters for the 
diesel engine. For the various electrical 
components of the drive, in addition 
to a few customized models SANY
mainly relied on the ASM Electric Com-
ponents (ASM EC) Library, with some
components individually adapted to
match the special application. Among
others, these components included
the generator’s separately excited syn-
chronous motor (modifi ed ASM EC),
the inverter (ASM EC), the rectifi ers,
the intermediate circuit (ASM EC), the
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core processor. The processor also
provides the ability to distribute dif-
ferent calculation tasks onto its indi-
vidual cores during the various func-
tion tests. For the signal processing
and processor-based electric motor
simulation at signal level, SANY relies
on the dSPACE Electric Motor HIL
(EMH) Solution, based on two DS5202

this reduces the need for expensive 
track tests with a real truck prototype. 

Powerful and Flexible Simulator
The HIL simulator at SANY uses a
DS1006 Processor Board, which can
calculate even the most complex
simulation models in real time, thanks
to the high performance of its quad-

Abbildung 1: Eine der zwei Bauformen für SensorCraft-Flugzeuge.

Technical data of the SANY SET230: For a vehicle weighing up to 400 t, the diesel-electric 
dump truck delivers impressive driving performance, even in rough terrain. 
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braking resistors, and the two asyn-
chronous squirrel cage traction mo-
tors (ASM EC). The simulation models
were parameterized almost comple-
tely with the ASM Vehicle Dynamics
Library, which replicated all the long-
itudinal and transverse dynamic infl u-
ence factors from the reduction gears,
to the tires, steering system, brakes,
and suspension. The only aspects that
needed to be integrated additionally 
in the modeling and parameterization
were the influences of the dump
truck’s various payload states, from
empty trips up to maximum utilization
of the full 230-ton payload. The en-
vironment models already included in
ASM Vehicle Dynamics also allowed
an accurate replication of the challen-

ging terrain profi les that the dump
truck travels through. This covered the
widely diverse range of demands on
the SET230’s drive system, from short
upward drives, to steep inclines, to
continuous operation on long decli-
ning slopes. 

Intuitive Parameterization, Clear 
Visualization
To adjust the model parameterization
intuitively and manage its extensive
parameter sets, including the tailored
components, SANY relies on the graphi-
cal user interface of dSPACE ModelDesk.
A visualization software, dSPACE
MotionDesk, also comes into play.
MotionDesk illustrates all of the re-
sults, including the various simulated 

maneuvers and scenarios, in a vivid
3-D online animation that makes the 
effects of parameter changes visible
in real time. SANY’s engineers carry
out the entire operation and record
test data in dSPACE ControlDesk.

Quickly Ready for Operation
The HIL simulator for the SET230 was
developed by the dSPACE Engineer-
ing team, along with all its hardware
and software components. Together 
with SANY, they modifi ed, implemen-
ted, programmed, and tested the
simulator and delivered it turn-key for
operation on-site in Shanghai. Only
eight months passed between recei-
ving the order and commissioning the
system, so SANY was able to start

SANY

 >>

Virtual vehicle: The turn-key dSPACE Simulator Full-Size replicates the SET230’s entire sensor system (on the right) and actuator components 
(on the left). This lets the engineers at SANY test the basic control strategies together with the other vehicle components at an early stage, 
without any expensive test drives with a real dump truck.

Diesel engine

Alternator

Inverter

Thermal grid

Motor

Chopper

Hall encoder

Air flux
transducer

Temperature
transducer

Current
transducer

Voltage
transducer

Actuators Sensors

..... .....

“ Because of our good experiences with the HIL simulator and the ASM tool suite, 
we are going to integrate more dSPACE tools into our tool chain.”

Lu Liling, Project Engineer, SANY Group
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motivated team of developers. After 
the successful start with the HIL simu-
lator and ASM models, SANY is plan-
ning to integrate more dSPACE tools 
in its tool chain, including products 
such as the test automation software 
AutomationDesk, the production code 
generator TargetLink®, and the data 
management tool SYNECT®. Now that 
SANY’s SET230 has broken ground 
in the market segment of heavy, 
diesel-electrically driven dump trucks, 
they also plan to expand their posi-
tion with even larger models in the 
future. Thus, it’s a good possibility 
that the “moveable apartment buil-
dings” are soon going to grow by 
another few fl oors.  

developing the e-motor control of the
SRET230 within schedule. By using the
model-based approach and dSPACE’s
effi cient as well as versatile tools, the
engineers succeeded in staying on
schedule while implementing all the
development steps, testing the fun-
damental control strategies, and val-
idating them on-site in Shanghai. The
result at the end of the process, was 
an e-motor control with the maximum 
possible effi ciency and reliability. By 
using dSPACE tools, the development 
times in the laboratory and the cali-
bration times in the vehicle were re-
duced considerably, which also cut 
costs signifi cantly. In addition, SANY 
was able to enormously expand its 
range of experience in electrifi ed 
powertrains. Their new experience 
was used to establish a new, highly

A wide range of model parameters: From the diesel motor to the components of the electric drive, the operator, and the environment, numerous 
factors fl ow into in the vehicle dynamics model of the dump truck.
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cabinet
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Alternator
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Lu Liling, Qi Lie, SANY Group

Lu Liling
Lu Liling is an engineer in the development 
team of the SET230 mining truck at SANY 
Group in Shanghai, China.
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Clear visuals: In dSPACE MotionDesk, SANY engineers can replicate the driving maneuvers and scenarios simulated on the HIL system in a 
clear 3-D online animation. This lets them visualize the effects of parameter changes in real time.

Developers with pride: The intuitive dSPACE tools not only helped SANY signifi cantly simplify and speed up 
the development and testing of the dump truck. The tools also helped them gain a better overall under-
standing of the technology behind electrifi ed powertrains. Their new experience will be used to establish 
a highly qualifi ed team of developers.

Qi Lie
Qi Lie is an engineer in the development 
team of the SET230 mining truck at SANY 
Group in Shanghai, China. 
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Developing and fi ne-tuning electric steering systems 
with mechatronic HIL tests

A Test of Character for 
Steering 
   Systems 
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Source: © Porsche

Is it possible to test-drive the steering 
behavior of a vehicle realistically under 
laboratory conditions? It is. With a suitable 
mechatronic test rig. This is exactly what the 
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG did, effi ciently 
optimizing the behavior of new steering 
systems already in early development phases.
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directions. Supported by servomotors
and plenty of assistance systems, 
they have become an integral part 
of the safety system and take stress 
off the driver in road traffi c. On the 
race track, they often even determine
whether it’s win or lose. This is why 
sports car manufacturers like Porsche
pay special attention to the develop-
ment of steering systems. And they
are not just investigating the precise 
and quick transmission of the stee-
ring movement to the wheels. It is 
also about direct feedback on the 
driving state – transferred exactly in 
the opposite direction. These two 
factors combined make for intuitive 
and safe driving. Since the driver 
experiences the steering system fi rst-
hand, the component is also ideal to 
set the company apart from compe-
titors. Achieving a Porsche-typical 
steering feel, characterized by an agile 
and direct steering behavior, is there-
fore at the top of the developers’ 
specifi cations. Of course, motor racing 

places many more, and more specia-
lized, demands on steering torque
and steering characteristics than con-
fi gurations for everyday driving – 
above and beyond the limits of ve-
hicle dynamics of street-legal vehicles.

Electromechanical Steering
State-of-the-art steering systems are 
electromechanical, often called elec-
tric power steering (EPS) systems
(fi gure 1). In such systems, a servo-
motor provides additional power to 
the tie rods and thus actively supports
the steering angle demanded by the 
driver. In comparison to previous 
generations, i.e., hydraulic steering 
systems, EPS systems consume much 
less energy and are easier to control. 
For example, developers can imple-
ment steering, convenience and as-
sistance functions on the electronic 
control unit (ECU) integrated in the 
EPS system. This includes speed-
dependent steering support, active 
steering returnability, lane keeping 
assistants, etc. However, one draw-
back of EPS systems is that the driver 
does not receive enough feedback 

S teering systems of today’s ve-
hicles are much more than sim-
ple components for changing 

about the driving states, due to the
mass inertia of the assist unit and 
the transmission to the rack. This 
creates special challenges for desig-
ning the crucial feedback behavior
and thus keeping the characteristic
Porsche feel.

Validating the Steering System
In addition to the subjective comfort 
and response behavior, steering 
systems also have to fulfi ll very strict
requirements. After all, they are a
safety-critical vehicle component,
because their failure can lead to a 
dangerous driving situation. The vali-
dation of the mechanics and electro-
nics therefore complies with the most 
stringent safety standards. Growing 
amounts of software, new driver 
assistance systems, and the optional 
feature of rear-axle steering dramati-
cally increase the need for tests in 
the development of steering systems. 
Therefore, suitable methods are nee-
ded to effi ciently supply the required 
quality despite the high complexity. 
Reproducible tests, an easily exten-
dable test scope, and a test depth 
that can be adjusted to each indivi-
dual case can all be achieved with 
the industry-proven hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) method for ECUs. Effi ciency 
can be improved even further by 
testing the overall system and sup-
porting the controller design early 
with tests throughout the entire deve-
lopment process. This is why Porsche 
uses a mechatronic test rig to test the 
steering system, including the ECU, 
in its own lab. Suitable actuators sti-
mulate the steering system mechani-
cally, making it possible to test a sys-
tem behavior that is very much like
the behavior during a real test drive 
in a vehicle prototype. But it is also
possible to insert synthetic stimuli at 
all mechanical interfaces of the stee-
ring system. This means that com-
prehensive tests can also be perfor-
med on the test rig. For example,
developers test new functions early
on, identify important parameters,

Figure 1: Setup of an electromechanical steering system. The electric motor for steering 
support is installed in parallel to the rack and exerts a translational force on the tie rods. 

Rack

Steering column

Tie rod

Tie rod

Servomotor

Source: © Porsche
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2.3 m

1.25 m

7 m

Linear motors
 Max. force: 20 kN
 Max. speed: 1 m/s
 Traverse path: 155 mm
 Excitation frequency up to 30 Hz 
 Precision of positioning: < 0.1 mm
 Precision of force control: < 40 N

Steering actuator
 Max. torque: 50 Nm
 Max. speed: 500 rpm
 Precision of positioning: 
    < 0.1 degrees

Steering
system

HIL simulator

Entire test rig
 Weight: 16 t
 Connected load: 400 V/63 A

Control cabinet 
for the inverters

Clamping plate

and assess the limits of vehicle dyna-
mics without running any risk at all. 
This also builds up valuable know-
how in the company. 

Flexible Test Rig Setup
The steering test rig that was deve-
loped by dSPACE and Porsche is set 
up so that it can hold an entire stee-
ring system, including the steering 
column, servomotor, rack, and tie rods 
(fi gure 2). It stands out for its variable 
clamping plate with various scales for 
positioning the individual components. 
Moreover, there are interfaces for ener-
gy and signal transmission between 
the steering system and the test rig. 
All this makes the test rig highly fl e-
xible, letting users adapt it perfectly 
to different steering systems while 
ensuring extremely short setup times 
and, thus, effi cient operation.

Effi cient Electric Drives
The dynamic electric drives, consis-

ting of two linear motors that mecha-
nically stimulate the steering system,
are the heart of the test rig. They simu-
late forces that, in a real vehicle, are
transmitted from the wheels to the
two tie rods. The steering actuator
(electric motor) at the other end of
the steering column dynamically sets 
the steering angle, thus imitating a
driver. Controlled drive-inverters
supply power to the two linear mo-
tors and the steering actuator. The
control of the linear motors is desig-
ned so they can represent high forces
and precise resolutions. The inverters 
of all the motors are connected by a 
shared voltage DC link. The DC link
is fed energy from the electrical grid 
via an active feed-in unit. Because
the inverters are connected, only the 
current losses of the test rig have 
to be covered. The majority of the
energy continues to fl ow in the circuit.
This makes the test rig much more
energy-effi cient than the hydraulic

test rigs that Porsche used until now.
The external power supply works
with only a standard three-phase plug
(63 A). Other material, such as coolant
and compressed air, are not needed.

Setup and Function of the 
Simulator
The motor control, test rig monito-
ring, and measurement data captu-
ring are all performed by a dSPACE
HIL simulator. The simulator contains 
the real-time processor, the required 
I/O, and the appropriate signal con-
ditioning. The drive inverters are con-
trolled via the LTi Motion TWINsync
protocol which ensures that the set-
points are transmitted to the inver-
ters in intervals of 125 µs. This con-
trol concept provides high accuracy
even for highly dynamic stimuli up to
30 Hz, which corresponds to a fast
drive on a cobblestone road. The HIL
system also simulates the restbus, which 
can be based on either CAN or FlexRay,

PORSCHE PAGE 27

Figure 2: Setup and technical data of the steering system test rig.  

 >>
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depending on the steering type. The 
tool suite dSPACE Automotive Simu-
lation Models (ASM) is used to simu-
late the vehicle dynamics of a vehicle 
in real time. The real steering system 
can be connected to the ASM Vehicle 
Dynamics Model for closed-loop ope-
ration (fi gure 3). The graphical user 
interface of dSPACE ModelDesk is used 
to parameterize the various Porsche 
vehicle models. The software also lets 
developers defi ne roads and maneu-
vers for the virtual test drives. To imme-
diately visualize the vehicle behavior, 
the 3-D animation software dSPACE 
MotionDesk is used (fi gure 4). The 
experiment and instrumentation soft-
ware dSPACE ControlDesk is used to 
control the test rig. With the test auto-
mation software dSPACE Automation-
Desk, Porsche can also automate the 
test sequences for more convenience.

Parts of the EPS Tests  
At Porsche, the steering test rig is 
used to identify mechanical steering 
parameters and analyze the trans-
mission behavior of the steering sys-
tem. The tests for parameter identifi -
cation are used to understand how 
the supplier of the steering system 
implemented the mechanical requi-
rements. In addition, repeated mea-

Figure 3: Components, signals, actuators and sensors of the test rig.

surements with the same part provide 
information about the wear-and-tear 
properties of this part. The following 
parameters are identifi ed during the 
tests:

  Transmission behavior between the 
pinion angle and the rack movement

  Transmission behavior between the 
motor angle and the rack movement

  Stiffnesses of the steering rod (tor-
sion bar and steering column)

  Stiffness of the motor transmission 
(belt drive and ball screw)

  Friction of steering box and steering 
column

  Motor look-up table (performance, 
energy consumption, and effi ciency)

By using AutomationDesk, Porsche 
can conveniently automate measure-
ment sequences. A good example for 
this is the identifi cation of the friction 
in the steering box and the steering 
column and the identifi cation of the 
motor look-up table, which each re-
quire different measurements. For 
example, to determine the stiffnesses 
of the steering rod, the steering ac-
tuator starts a torque-controlled tri-
angular signal by using automated 
tests. The stiffness c can be derived 
from the measured variables ‘stee-

ring wheel torque’ ML and ‘steering
wheel angle’ δL (fi gure 5, (    )). The
analysis of the transmission behavior 
of an electric power steering system
makes it possible to identify the pro-
perties of the servomotor. It is used
to examine how well the servomotor 
fulfi lls the assist requirements for dif-
ferent stimulus frequencies. It is also 
possible to analyze the feedback be-
havior of the steering system. The
developers infl uence it mainly via the
software of the steering controller and
design it to match the Porsche feel.
The transmission behavior of forces
on the rack to torques on the torsion 
bar is analyzed for various frequencies. 
The analyzed transmission criteria are:

  Transmission behavior from motor 
torque to rack force

  Transmission behavior from rack 
force to torsion bar torque

Figure 5 (    ,    ) shows how a stimu-
lus at the rack translates into a reac-
tion of the torsion bar torque. The
‘passive’ curves describe the purely
mechanical transmission behavior of 
the steering system without EPS 
assist. The ‘active’ curves describe 
the behavior of the steering system
with activated support. The ‘active’ 

Vehicle Dynamics
Simulation Model

Test Rig

Current

EPS System

Actuators
Sensors

Steering angle

Force of tie rod

Steering torque

Traverse path of tie rod

Ignition, engine speed, vehicle speed, etc.

Steering torque

3

4 5
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curves have markedly lower amplitu-
des than the ‘passive’ curves. This is 
caused by the assist function of the 
steering system, which reduces the 
manual torques the driver has to exert 
to a comfortable level. The large 
agreement of curves #1 and #2 illus-
trates the high reproducibility of the 
measurements with the steering test 
rig by dSPACE.

Testing the Overall System 
Behavior
The test rig provides two methods for 
analyzing the behavior of the overall 
system. First, predefi ned signals, e.g., 
from a test drive measurement, can 

Figure 4: The mechatronic test rig, including the operator workstation with ControlDesk for controlling the tests (left) and MotionDesk 
for visualizing the driving maneuvers (right).  

be passed to the test rig as test vec-
tors and then started. The advantage 
of this method is that the test vectors 
have to be recorded only once and 
can be reused any number of times. 
It is therefore not necessary to per-
form the driving maneuver again with 
the real vehicle to analyze different 
software states. Second, the ASM 
Vehicle Dynamics Model can be used 
to analyze the behavior of the stee-
ring system in the context of the over-
all system, the vehicle. For this, the
ASM Vehicle Dynamics Model has to 
be parameterized with the data of 
the Porsche vehicle to be tested. In 
addition, ModelDesk can be used to 

defi ne various driving situations. The 
developers can modify several varia-
bles, such as the topology of the track 
and the friction properties of the road 
surface. Both the use of test vectors 
and the simulations with ASM Vehicle 
Dynamics can support the system ana-
lysis of the test drive in the real vehicle. 
One main reason why the tests are 
so reproducible and precise is that 
they are independent of driver and 
environmental factors (fi gure 6).

Project Progress and Coordination 
During the entire project, from the 
fi rst talks in the quotation phase to 
the commissioning and fi nal check, 

 >>

“  Because it is highly dynamic, the mechatronic test rig from dSPACE is 
an important development tool for us that perfectly integrates into the 
highly demanding Porsche steering system development.”

Anton Uselmann, Porsche AG
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the Porsche and dSPACE employees 
involved in the project cooperated 
closely. The fi rst project phase was 
about creating a test rig setup accor-
ding to Porsche’s requirements. It was 
created on the basis of a 3-D model 
of the mechanical setup that was re-
vised in several steps. For example, 
measures concerning the construc-
tion ensured that the natural frequen-
cies of the test rig are compatible with 
all the planned use scenarios, i.e., they 
do not lie in the frequency range of 
the excitation. The rotor of the linear 
motors also had to be optimized for 
the required high dynamics. Regular 
conference calls and on-site meetings, 
both at dSPACE in Paderborn and at 
the Porsche development center in 
Weissach, were an integral part of 
the project, making the project sta-
tus transparent at all times. The test 
rig was delivered and commissioned 
on schedule. Because the entire test 
rig comes from a single source and 
was delivered turn-key, there was no 
coordination overhead or communi-
cation problems with third parties.

Conclusion and Outlook
The steering test rig gives Porsche 
greater fl exibility and lets them re-
produce tests with high precision, 
making the development and valida-
tion of the steering systems more 
effi cient. Even after project comple-
tion, the two companies have remai-
ned in close contact. For example, 
dSPACE is currently working on fur-
ther optimizing the control algorithms 
for steering test rigs. In the next phase, 
the two companies will integrate a 
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Dario Düsterloh
Dario Düsterloh is a PhD candidate at 
Porsche AG in Weissach, Germany 
researching function optimization and 
complexity management in the devel-
opment process for steering systems.

Eric Preising 
Eric Preising is an expert for chassis 
test benches in the test bay at Porsche 
AG in Weissach, Germany.
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Test drive Nürburgring
Test rig

Test drive Nürburgring
Test rig

Test drive Nürburgring
Test rig

rear-axle steering system in the test
rig. Including a steer-by-wire architec-
ture could be another project. In ad-
dition, Porsche is planning on inte-
grating a temperature chamber for
the unit under test. The necessary in-

Figure 6: Measurement data recorded during a real test drive on the Nürburgring race track 
for the steering angle and the corresponding tie rod forces (blue), and for the values measured 
at the steering test rig (red). 

terfaces are already included on the 
HIL simulator.  

Anton Uselmann, Eric Preising, Benedikt 
Schrage, Dario Düsterloh, Porsche AG

“  We are using the real-time simulation model 
ASM Vehicle Dynamics to analyze the behavior 
of a real steering system in a virtual vehicle.”

Benedikt Schrage, Porsche AG

Anton Uselmann 
Anton Uselmann is responsible for the 
function development of steering systems 
at Porsche AG in Weissach, Germany.

Benedikt Schrage 
Benedikt Schrage is a test engineer 
for chassis test benches and is responsible 
for the steering test rig at Porsche AG in 
Weissach, Germany.

Watch the video to 
learn more about how 
the test rig works:
www.dspace.com/go/
dMag_20162_mHIL_E
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Until now, almost all pedelecs (pedal electric cycles) have been equipped with 
parallel hybrid drives with a mechanical connection between the pedal and 
the drive wheel. Serial hybrid drives leave this high-maintenance coupling out, 
but give cyclists a very unnatural feel during the ride. The serial hybrid EE-
SpeedBike by IAI GmbH overcomes this disadvantage. Thanks to the smart con-
trol strategy, developed with dSPACE tools, it delivers a highly authentic ride.  

Serial hybrid drive for bicycles 

Cycling 
Chain-Free  
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he market for pedelecs in Ger-
many and Europe is booming, 
with an annual growth rate of T

 >>

IAI

pedal feel of a conventional bicycle. 
As part of one of the projects funded 
by the Federation of Industrial Research 
Associations (AiF), synchronous drives 
were developed on the basis of the dri-
ving performance analysis by using the 
associated measurement and control 
technology and power electronics that 
were fi rst tested on a converted com-
mercial bicycle. The torques deman-
ded from the motor and generator are 
substantially different than for auxili-
ary drives available on the market. In 
serial hybrid drives, the drive motor 
must be able to translate all the drive 
power that the bicycle needs. In con-
trast, the generator must be able to pro-
duce adequate counter torque against 
the chain drive to give the cyclist hap-
tic feedback that fi ts the particular ride. 
The fi rst generation of drives did not 
fulfi ll these requirements completely, 
because the confl ict of objectives be-
tween the required torque and the 
small size could only be solved with an 
optimized transmission. Nevertheless, 
this fi rst model did prove that it is pos-
sible to emulate the chain drive with 
special control algorithms via software 
simulation.

The X-PESA Concept
Following the functional evidence, the 
drives were made smaller by integra-
ting planetary gears, the torque was 
increased, and the concept was instal-
led in a customized frame. A further 
functional model, the X-PESA, designed 
as a 25 km/h pedelec, measured up to 
the performance of parallel hybrid drive 
pedelecs that are currently available on 
the market. During an early develop-
ment stage, though, it was clear that 
the generator was too large and too 
heavy to achieve the desired torques 
with a one-stage planetary gear.

The Next Generation
Funding from the State of Saxony-An-
halt as part of the state initiative ELISA 
(Electric Mobility and Lightweight Engi-
neering) made it possible to resume 
re-engineering the drives. The gene-

almost 10%. Today’s mid-priced pede-
lecs not only have a chain drive or a 
belt drive. They are also equipped ei-
ther with a mid-drive motor near the 
pedals or with a rear hub motor. These 
drive concepts are commonly known 
as parallel hybrid drives.

Serial Hybrid Drives
For over 40 years already, engineers 
have been working on serial hybrid 
drives for bicycles. The original idea 
goes back to Augustus Kinzel, an Ame-
rican who was granted the fi rst patent 
for this concept in 1975. Back then, 
the concept assumed that the pedals 
are connected directly to a generator. 
The pedaling power of the cyclist ge-
nerated electric power which fl owed 
through a cable to the front wheel mo-
tor. The design worked without the 
customary mechanic coupling between 
the pedals and the rear wheel. Many 
different bicycle models with serial 
hybrid drives were introduced in the 
years after that, but for various reasons, 
such as the unnatural feeling during 
the ride and the lack of counter torque 
at the pedals, to name a few, they did 
not reach market maturity.  

The Road to the Future
The initial motivation for the fi rst studies 
on serial hybrid drives at the Institut für 
Automatisierung und Informatik GmbH 
(Institute for Automation and Computer 
Science, IAI) came from discussions with 
a bicycle manufacturer. During this dis-
cussion, the wear and maintenance of 
parallel hybrid drive pedelecs, espe-
cially regarding the chain and derail-
leur, were seen as disadvantageous 
faults. These studies mainly consisted 
of analyzing the performance of var-
ious conventional bicycles. The devel-
opment objective was to design a se-
rial hybrid drive bicycle as an evalua-
tion model that provides at least as 
much performance as a pedelec with a 
parallel hybrid drive and keeps the same 
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system are, in principle, comparable 
to that of parallel hybrid drives, since 
the mechanical coupling between the 
pedal and rear wheel and the mecha-
nical circuit are removed. In terms of 
its functionality, the serial hybrid drive is 
unique worldwide.

Convenient Control via Smartphone
The heart of the drivetrain is a 16-bit 
microcontroller that controls the motor 
and generator in real time, performs 
the monitoring tasks, and handles com-
munication with the control display 
and the smartphone connected by 
Bluetooth. The smartphone displays 
all the ride parameters, such as the 
speed, battery level, and performance, 
with a specially developed app. In addi-

tion, the smartphone also sets the 
various operating modes. In manual 
switching mode, a control display ope-
rates the virtual 20-speed gearing, 
which represents a conventional de-
railleur. As an alternative option, the 
serial hybrid drive has a continuous 
automatic derailleur that lets cyclists 
set the desired stride rate via the con-
trol display. The variable setting of the 
battery support allows for adjustments 
of the cyclist`s electric “tailwind”. With 
medium support, the battery pack gives 
the EE-SpeedBike a range of 80 km, 
which can be extended to any dis-
tance. If the cyclist generates more 
pedal power during the trip than the 
drivetrain requires, the excess power 
charges the battery. At a speed of 45 
km/h, when a greater part of the drive 
power is provided by the battery pack, 
the range is still 45 km. As an alter-
native to reloading the battery via a 
power socket, the exercise bike mode 
allows charging the bicycle´s 850 Wh 
battery while it is standing still. During 
rear wheel braking, the motor is ope-
rated in a continuously controllable 
recuperation mode and transforms 
the kinetic energy back into electrical 
energy, which is fed into the battery 
before and while the mechanical brake 
engages.

Initial Commissioning
The commissioning and evaluation of 
the drive components was done with 
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Figure 1: Power fl ow of a serial hybrid drive with the dSPACE MicroLabBox as a prototyping system.

rator, now equipped with a two-stage 
planetary gear, delivers a maximum tor-
que of 180 Nm at a total weight of 
2.9 kg, so a cyclist weighing 100 kg 
feels enough counter torque, even 
during more aggressive rides. The drive 
motor, using the installation space of 
the rear sprocket, reaches a peak tor-
que of 120 Nm and temporarily gene-
rates 2 kW of power. With this perfor-
mance, the motor is designed for use 
in the S-Pedelec category up to 45 km/h 
and can also be used by all types of 
bikes (city bikes, mountain bikes, cargo 
bikes, rickshaws, etc.) under a speed 
limit of 25 km/h. The motor and gene-
rator are completely maintenance-free. 
Despite the double energy conversion, 
the effi ciency and costs of this drive 

Figure 2: The user interface of the smartphone, connected via Bluetooth.
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much easier. The extended features of 
ControlDesk 5.5, such as the new Va-
riable Browser and the ability to save 
individual plotters as new measurements, 
enable the quick and effi cient implemen-
tation and evaluation of test series.  

Conclusion and Outlook
Together, the EE-SpeedBike and its pre-
decessor X-PESA have put several thou-
sand test kilometers on the road and 
on the test bench without any notable 

the help of a DS1103 PPC Controller 
Board. The performance of the proto-
typing system allowed real-time test-
ing of even CPU-intensive control algo-
rithms developed in MATLAB®/Simu-
link®, initially without considering run-
time optimizations. The extensive peri-
pheral functions of the DS1103 made 
it possible to perform fully comprehen-
sive trial runs on a test bench for the 
motor or generator.         

From the DS1103 to MicroLabBox
Recently, IAI has started using a Micro-
LabBox on the test bench. With higher 
computing power than the DS1103 and 
the extended peripherals, in particular 
multi-channel PWM signal generation, 
MicroLabBox made it possible to test 
the motor and generator simultaneously 
on the test bench. This enabled the re-
searchers to reach a better understan-
ding of how the two drives interact, and 
thus to continue improving both the 
ride feeling related to the generator and 
the motor’s torque generation. The RTI 
USB Flight Recorder Blockset lets IAI 
record all relevant process data with a 
high sampling rate over a longer period 
and makes performing an analysis 

Steffen Braune and Knut Hahne, Institut für 
Automatisierung und Informatik GmbH (IAI)

IAI

problems. In December 2015, the drive 
concept was honored with third place 
in the Hugo Junkers Award for Research 
and Development of the state of Saxony-
Anhalt in the category “Most Innova-
tive Projects in Applied Research”. The 
next development step is to industri-
alize the current model in order to ma-
nufacture high numbers of bicycles 
through production technology.   

Figure 3: Torques, rotational speeds, and different levels of power from the motor and generator during a simulated mountain ride on a test bench. 

Steffen Braune
Steffen Braune is the project leader for 
Mechatronic Systems at the Institut 
für Automatisierung und Informatik 
GmbH (IAI), Wernigerode, Germany

Knut Hahne
Knut Hahne is an applications engi-
neer at the Institut für Automatisierung 
und Informatik GmbH (IAI), Wernige-
rode, Germany

“ The comprehensive I/O functionalities of dSPACE MicroLabBox gave us maximum 

fl exibility for testing our new drive concept on the test bench.”
Steffen Braune, Institut für Automatisierung und Informatik GmbH (IAI)
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Developing advanced 
exercise machines

Training 
Smart 

Researchers from Cleveland State University are developing new kinds of 
exercise machines for athletic conditioning, rehabilitation and exercise in 
space. dSPACE MicroLabBox is used to collect measurement data and operate 
the machine prototypes, which are capable of adapting to their users. 
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T he use of exercise machines can
be traced at least to Industrial
Revolution times. Since then, 

these machines have evolved in their
sophistication to include electronic
displays providing key indicators such
as levels of resistance, speed, and heart
rate (fi gure 1). They are designed to
emphasize strength (e.g., weight-lifting
machines) or aerobic exercise (e.g., 
gym rowers and treadmills). While the
amount of weight can be selected in 
a lifting machine, and resistance can
be adjusted in a gym rower, the kind of
opposition to motion (the mechanical
impedance) is always the same.  

The Aim: Individualized Mecha-
nical Impedances
The motivation for this research pro-
ject is that fi xed impedances are not
the best option for an effi cient trai-
ning. Rehabilitation machines should 
not merely resist motion, but also
assist it. Moreover, therapists and doc-
tors should be able to program ma-
chines to customize the balance be-
tween assistance and resistance within
a single motion cycle, within a single 
session, or as part of a longer-term
rehabilitation program. For astro-
nauts in space, weight lifting must be 
emulated by powered means and
any equipment fl own into space is
subject to severe mass and volume
constraints. All these requirements
indicate that the same hardware
should be used for resistance and aer-
obic exercise. The research team has
collaborated with the NASA Glenn
Research Center and its Exercise Coun-
termeasures Program to design 

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY

 >>
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The Challenges
The new machines will vary their im-
pedance over single motion cycles
and over extended periods of time.
The effects of such variations on the
body – specifi cally on targeted mea-
sures of muscular strength – must be
well understood. This understanding 
will come through modeling, which
is the ultimate basis for determining the
impedance variations that are bene-
fi cial. In an implementation, optimal 
impedance adjustments will be made 
based on information about the cur-
rent status of the exerciser and the 
machine. A control system must make 
these changes effective on the ma-
chine by appropriately commanding 
its motors.
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tors and control systems are used to 
generate continuously adjustable me-
chanical impedances:
 Use of a combination of direct sen-

sing and model-based estimation 
to generate detailed real-time in-
formation about current human 
performance

 Use of current performance indica-
tions to modify its own mechanical 
characteristics to maximize a pre-
selected, programmable objective

  Generation of optimal real-time cues 
for excercisers to modify their me-
chanical outputs

  Monitoring, managing and resol-
ving confl icts between man and 
machine objectives with an over-
riding safety criterion (fi gure 2)

machines meeting these stringent spe-
cifi cations. The team also leveraged 
their expertise in energy regeneration
control to demonstrate a scaled ver-
sion of a rowing machine, which of-
fered programmable impedances and
was entirely powered by the subject
performing the exercise. The self-suf-
fi cient power feature offers an addi-
tional advantage over other solutions,
as the machine does not draw power 
from the space vehicle’s grid, and may 
even be able to return some energy.

Characteristics of Advanced Exer-
cise Machines   
The above-mentioned application sce-
narios require characteristics for ad-
vanced exercise machines, where mo-

Figure 1: Exercise machines have evolved in their appeal and user interactivity, but their mechanical function remains essentially the same 
in many cases.
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Optimal Exercise
Exercise can be optimized for specifi c
goals. For losing weight, the exercise 
should distribute the load optimally
among as many muscles as possible
so the endurance is maximized. In re-
habilitation or bodybuilding, the goal
might be to strengthen one muscle 
group. For muscles that cross more 
than one joint, such as the hamstrings,
it is not immediately obvious how such 
exercise should be designed. Because 
individuals respond differently to a 
training stimulus, it is important to 
create custom exercise programs to 
fi t individual needs. With controlled 
exercise systems, athletes can opti-
mize their training performance while 
eliminating injuries by allowing only 

the loads suited to their specifi c phy-
siology. Older individuals and rehabi-
litation patients could exercise safely 
to address musculoskeletal problems.

Biomechanical Modeling
In an advanced exercise machine, mo-
tion and force are continuously moni-
tored by the control system. This data
is used to estimate motions and for-
ces in the muscles. This allows as-
sessment of exercise and real-time 
feedback to the user about the trai-
ning. In order to perform this assess-
ment, a detailed mathematical model 
of musculoskeletal dynamics is re-
quired, combined with state estima-
tion techniques that are robust enough 
to produce reliable results even when 

the data is noisy and incomplete and 
the model is not perfect. Models will 
be validated using motion capture and 
electromyography (EMG) recordings. 

State Estimation
To control a system to achieve desired 
goals, the controller needs to fi rst esti-
mate some of the unobserved quan-
tities of the system. These can include 
system parameters, unmeasured in-
puts, and the internal system status 
or state. With an exercise machine, 
these quantities could include the 
force applied by the user, friction para-
meters, muscle activation signals, and 
many others. For estimating unknown 
system quantities, the team is plan-
ning to rely on Kalman fi ltering in their 

Figure 2: Functional block diagram for the advanced exercise machine concept. The system generates cues to modify human behavior during 
exercise. These changes, together with machine impedance variations, are generated by the system to achieve optimum performance. 

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY

 >>

“ With dSPACE MicroLabBox, it was easy to collect initial data and operate 
machine prototypes in real time. This made it possible to focus on the control 
algorithms themselves rather than the details of their implementation.”

Hanz Richter, Cleveland State University 
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change information with each other 
in carefully planned ways to maximize
performance. 

Real-Time Control via MicroLabBox
Model-based control algorithms must
be specifi ed that can effect optimal
impedance variations, while guaran-
teeing safety for the exerciser. The team 
is relying on theories including passivity 
and extremum seeking control as part 
of their development framework. Real-
time implementation requires a high-
performance data acquisition and 
control system capable of handling 
multi-channel analog data at fast 
rates, while offering a high-level user 
interface. The team selected dSPACE 
MicroLabBox to collect initial data 
and ultimately operate machine pro-
totypes in real time (fi gure 3). The 
experiment software ControlDesk 
allows preparing data collection and 
real-time control experiments quickly 
and effi ciently, since existing MATLAB®/
Simulink® simulation models can be 

converted easily into real-time inter-
faces. This allows researchers to focus
on the control algorithms themselves 
rather than the details of their imple-
mentation.

First Trials on a Rowing Machine
The fi rst phase of the project has
focused on the rowing exercise. The 
objective was to gain extended insight 
about this exercise by using a conven-
tional machine. This involves collec-
ting machine-specifi c and human-spe-
cifi c data on the rowing exercise be-
yond what is currently available in the 
research literature. Machine-specifi c 
variables include the force on the pull 
chain and the velocities of the rota-
ting components inside the machine, 
namely the chain sprocket and the 
fl ywheel (fi gure 4). Human-specifi c 
data is more extensive and can be di-
vided into three groups: motion, mus-
cle activation, and metabolic data. 
Data collection trials were performed 
in Prof. van den Bogert’s Human Mo-

exercise machine development, along 
with more advanced estimators such 
as unscented Kalman fi ltering and
H-infi nity fi ltering.

Optimization
To provide the greatest benefi t to the
user, several components of the exer-
cise machine need to be optimized, 
including the machine design itself, 
the estimator, the control algorithm, 
and even the control objectives. Beside 
the fact that many system components 
will be unknown or unmeasurable, 
some of the system components may 
even change over time because of 
aging or because of changes in the 
external environment. The human 
model will certainly change over 
time, as different subjects use the 
machine. For optimization, the team 
will rely on fast evolutionary algo-
rithms, which include a set of solu-
tions to an optimization problem. 
As the potential solutions are tested 
and evaluated in real time, they ex-

Figure 3: During a trial, dSPACE MicroLabBox (left picture) collects 16-channel electromyography (EMG) data and machine mechanical data at a 
sampling rate of 1 kHz. A separate system collects motion data using visual markers (shiny spots) and metabolic data. Data from all systems is 
synchronized by offl ine postprocessing. 
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tion and Control Lab. The lab is equip-
ped with a 10-camera motion cap-
ture system (Motion Analysis Corp.)
with Cortex software. A 16-channel
wireless EMG/accelerometer system
(Delsys) is used to collect muscle ac-
tivation data. Software tools for mus-
culoskeletal modeling and simulation
include OpenSim, Autolev, MATLAB, 
IPOPT, SNOPT, GPOPS, and in-house 
code (MATLAB and C++) for predic-
tive simulation via direct transcription 
of musculoskeletal dynamics and opti-
mization criteria. Data arising from 
these trials will be used to build and 
validate biomechanical models and 
to design the motorized machines. 

Hanz Richter, Cleveland State University 

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY

Figure 4: Sample data set (marker data not shown). The chain sprocket and fl ywheel have the same velocities during the pull and become 
decoupled in the return. Metabolic data is plotted for trials at various cadences (strokes/min) and rest. 

Figure 5: The research team (from left): Hanz 
Richter, PhD (Associate Professor, Mechanical 
Engineering), Antonie van den Bogert, PhD 
(Professor, Mechanical Engineering), Kenneth 
Sparks, PhD (Professor, Human Performance) 
and Dan Simon, PhD (Professor, Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science, University’s
Associate Vice President for Research).
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The high number of variants is one of the many challenges that have to be 
tackled during the development of electronic control unit (ECU) software. 
That is why automotive suppliers such as ZF Friedrichshafen AG use methods 
that involve tool support for crucial development steps. One such tool is 
dSPACE’s production code generator, TargetLink.

Effi cient software
development process
for transmission ECUs 

Handling High 
Numbers of Variants
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new functionalities, which have to 
be brought to the market at ever 
shorter intervals. The wide range of 
versions and variants of current ve-
hicle generations is therefore increas-

he continuous pressure for 
innovation in the automotive 
industry constantly requires 
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Variants
ing. This trend does not stop at 
transmission development, where 
the tried-and-tested automatic trans-
missions with a torque converter pro-
vide a growing number of gears and 
cover a wide range of applications up 
to hybrid drives. This variety of ver-
sions and the new transmission func-

tions create new challenges for soft-
ware development. The many func-
tions of hybrid controls, which are 
often networked and sometimes 
safety-relevant, have to be integrated 
in existing software environments and 
implemented on ECUs with limited 
resources in terms of memory and 
computing power. Handling the trans-
mission variants and complying with 
ISO 26262 and other safety-relevant 
standards places important require-
ments on development methods and 
the development process. In addition, 
solutions to new functional require-
ments have to be included in series 
production fast and effi ciently. Here, 
quality is a decisive factor.  

Development Methods and the 
Development Process
To meet all of the requirements and 
make software available as soon as 
possible, the software development 
for embedded systems often uses 
model-based development methods. 
This especially holds true for the auto-
motive industry. Here, the develop-
ment method infl uences the entire 
development process, from require-
ments defi nition to software release. 
To fully benefi t from the advantages 
of model-based development, there 
has to be an overall development 
concept that uses this method in all 
phases. There are three main goals 
that can be reached with model-based 
development: Improvements in quality, 
short development times, and com-
prehensive automation. Safety-rele-
vant functions should also be pro-
grammed on the basis of models. This 
entails strict requirements for tools 
and processes, because they have to 
comply with many stringent standards 
and achieve a very low error rate. Effi -
ciency is increased by model reuse, a 
joint tool chain, and purposeful vari-
ant management. The goal is to front-
load more tasks to detect errors early 
on and thus shorten development 
times.
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The various ways of variant handling.

The Tool Chain   
The most important tools for model-
based software development are the 
modeling platform and the produc-
tion code generator. ZF uses MATLAB®/
Simulink® by MathWorks® as the mode-
ling platform in almost all of their pro-
jects. dSPACE TargetLink® is used as 
the code generator. The module tests 
are executed with the TargetLink-inte-
grated simulation concept and the 
MTest tool from Model Engineering 
Solutions GmbH (MES). The tools 
MXAM and MXRAY, also from MES, 
are used to perform automatic checks 
of compliance with modeling guide-

lines and to analyze the model com-
plexity. Together, they ensure the high 
quality of a model. Other tools sup-
port the process during model analy-
sis and testing as well as in the con-
fi guration and variant management. 
The tool chain is used throughout the 
company, and production code gene-
rated by TargetLink has been used in 
many products since the tool’s intro-
duction in 2008.

Developing Safety-Relevant 
Functions
Typically, QM functions (validation 
with traditional tools) are not the only 

ones to be created on the basis of 
models. The same applies to safety-
relevant functions. One major advan-
tage is that the production code gene-
rator TargetLink was certifi ed accord-
ing to ISO 26262 by TÜV SÜD (German 
international certifi cation authority) 
and is therefore approved for the de-
velopment of safety-relevant systems 
up to ASIL-D. In practice, this means 
that no tedious code reviews are 
needed, for example. Furthermore, 
dSPACE provides a reference work-
fl ow for the model-based software 
development of safety-relevant sys-
tems that ZF integrated into their 

Model Variants Function Variants Preprocessor Variants Application Variants

Code GenerationModel Design Build Run Time

++ +++ + ++

Binding Time

In Use at ZF
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Overview 001110

110001
001110
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Model for all variants Model for all variants Model for all variantsModel for one variant for all va for all vafor one 
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TargetLink®
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TargetLink® TargetLink TargetLink TargetLinkTargetLink
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#ifdef VAR1
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Controller design 
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Software
specification

Model guideline
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Tool chain and workfl ow for model-based development.
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standard process. To establish pro-
ject-independent as well as project-
specifi c methods, ZF use their own 
modeling guidelines, which are based 
on the prevalent standards. This en-
sures that the methods and recom-
mendations of ISO 26262 are already 
considered in the modeling phase.
 
Various Ways to Handle Variants 
To be able to use as many carry-over 
parts as possible for several variants, 
ZF uses various kinds of variant hand-
ling. The capabilities of the code gene-
rator, TargetLink, are very similar to 
those of traditional programming. 
However, in model-based development, 
these are extended by additional 
methods. One way to handle variants 
is using model variants that code is 
generated for selectively. The basis is 
always formed by an overall model 
that consists of multiple submodules. 
Most of the modules are the same for 
the different variants. This means, each 
module exists only once. However, 
some modules are variant-dependent. 
In this case, there is one module for 
each variant. When the overall model 
is built, the relevant modules are used 
according to the selected variant. This 
type of variant handling is used when 
the overall model is set up. Once the 
overall model is complete, it is no lon-
ger possible to use a different variant.
Other ways to handle variants include 
using function variant switches and 
preprocessor switches. When function 
variant switches are used, TargetLink 
generates variant-dependent code 
parts. Software parts that are irrele-
vant for the selected variant are not 
generated. Preprocessor switches, on 
the other hand, work as you would 
expect from traditional software de-
velopment. The production code ge-
nerated by TargetLink contains all 
variants, and the variant-dependent 
evaluation is executed when the code 
is being compiled. TargetLink can 
also handle data variants that are 
controlled dynamically by the soft-
ware application.

Outlook: Using Feature 
Management 
To manage the growing complexity 
of diverse customer and function 
variants even better, many compa-
nies are thinking about using feature 
management systems in the future. 
They take various feature models to 
generate sets of parameter settings 
and use them in the TargetLink model 
or code. This requires a multistage 
approach that uses feature models 
for both the entire project and indi-
vidual components. Because this ap-
proach is expected to be very com-
plex and requires high traceability, 

many development departments are 
researching the possibility to integrate 
data management systems, such as 
dSPACE SYNECT®, into their tool chains 
and processes by coupling it to re-
quirements management.

With the kind permission of the ZF 
Friedrichshafen AG.

SYNECT is data management and collaboration software with a special focus on model-based 
development. SYNECT helps engineers handle models, signals and parameters, their depen-
dencies, versions and variants, and the underlying requirements.

The 8-gear plug-in hybrid drive is one variant of the 8 HP series from ZF for which production 
code is generated with TargetLink. 

Source: © ZF
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A
electronic safety-relevant systems is 
growing. In various areas, the times 
of mechanical fallback systems are 
long gone due to design or cost 
considerations. It is therefore inevi-
table that the tests of these electronic 
systems face stringent requirements. 
Examples of such systems are x-by-

wire steering and autonomous driv-
ing, where system failure could 
have disastrous effects.
This puts developers in a difficult 
place: Despite the high system com-
plexity and the seemingly endless list 
of requirements, the time required 
for validation has to stay within rea-
sonable limits. The developers also 
have to comply with a number of 
important guidelines. For example, 

the ISO 26262 standard (“Road
vehicles – Functional safety”) rec-
ommends performing a formal veri-
fi cation of safety-critical functions 
of electronic control units (ECUs).
In the light of these challenges, 
dSPACE and BTC together have
developed a solution for the simu-
lation-based formal verifi cation of 
safety-critical applications. It can
be used to monitor the compliance 

Continuous monitoring of
safety-critical applications

s the world strives for innova-
tion, user convenience and 
more safety, the number of 

How much testing is necessary to validate safety-critical systems? How can 
you balance safety requirements and effort? A new solution by dSPACE and 
BTC for the simulation-based formal verifi cation of safety-critical ECU func-
tions brings effort and feasibility closer together. At the same time, the test 
depth increases.

Keeping an Eye
on 

an EyeKeeping

Safety
Keeping an Eye

onononon
KeepingKeepingKeepingKeepingKeepingKeeping

on 
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with safety-critical requirements 
permanently and in real time on 
dSPACE platforms.

More Test Depth
In the traditional testing process, 
running all the necessary test cases 
for each safety-critical function while 
considering all the requirements and 

cross-references can cause serious 
problems in terms of effort and 
time. After all, how many test cases 
would you have to defi ne to cover 
absolutely all eventualities, cross-
references, and concurrencies? And 
even if you were able to defi ne such 
a long list of test cases, how much 
time would you need to run through 

all of them to achieve the desired 
test depth? The innovative solution 
from dSPACE and BTC combines 
the new dSPACE Real-Time Testing 
(RTT) Observer Library with the 
specifi cation tool BTC Embedded-
Specifi er®. These tools complement 
existing model-in-the-loop (MIL), 
software-in-the-loop (SIL) and 
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) envi-
ronments with real-time-capable 
requirement observers. During a 
running simulation, the observers 
are running in parallel and monitor 
the compliance with all safety-criti-
cal requirements. It is also possible 
to immediately see which require-
ments are covered by the imple-
mented test cases and which are 
not. This lets developers effi ciently 
assess the overall quality and the 
progress of the test process. The 
simulation-based, permanent for-
mal verification is the ideal addi-
tion to traditional requirements-
based testing, which is still the
basis. The combination of tradi-
tional tests and observer-based 
testing signifi cantly increases the 
test depth. Think of the observers 
as executable test criteria that can 
be conveniently used on various 
dSPACE platforms. Since the ob-
servers are decoupled from the
actual simulation models, existing 
simulation models do not have to 
be modified for their use. Existing 
traditional tests can easily be ex-
tended by observers without hav-
ing to be modified. 

“ The long-standing experience of BTC EmbeddedSystems in requirement formal-
izing and formal verifi cation is now combined with the established and powerful 
simulation platforms and systems from dSPACE. This results in a perfectly fi ne-
tuned and unique tool chain that takes the quality and meaningfulness of test-
ing to a new level, especially for safety-critical applications.”

                                     Hans Jürgen Holberg, Board of Management, BTC Embedded Systems AG
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More Quality 
Thanks to BTC EmbeddedSpecifi er, 
the quality of the requirements 
from which the observers are gen-
erated also increases. BTC Embed-
dedSpecifi er provides tool support 
and thus makes it easy to translate 
informal requirements into a formal 

Figure 1 (above): Observer-based tests increase the test depth.  
Figure 2 (below): The generated real-time-capable observers function as executable test criteria that are easy to use on dSPACE platforms.

representation and then into execut-
able observers for the dSPACE plat-
form. The guided, stepwise elimina-
tion of ambiguities in the previously 
language-based requirements and 
the direct reference of concrete 
model variables helps the users for-
mulate their requirements as pre-

cisely as possible. This also helps 
comply with the relevant safety stan-
dards and guidelines. 

Ideal Integration
To allow users to quickly use the 
requirement observers, dSPACE pro-
vides test templates for the test auto-

Formal
Requirements

BTC EmbeddedSpecifier®

dSPACE experiment and automation software

Manage observers

dSPACE simulation platform
(SCALEXIO®, DS1006, VEOS®)

Report observer status

Requirement
Observer Generation

Requirement
observers

Textual Requirements

ControlDesk® AutomationDesk

RTT Observer Library Simulation Models

Traditional testing:
  Test cases usually address only one requirement.
  Only the defined points are checked.

Observer-based testing:
  Permanent monitoring of requirements in real time,
 executed in parallel to traditional testing.    
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Figure 3: The observers can be started, stopped and reset in ControlDesk. Requirements that are met (green) and not met (red) are visible imme-
diately. Observers that have not started yet because their precondition has not been fulfi lled are displayed in gray.

RTT OBSERVER LIBRARY

Use on Various Platforms
The generated requirement observ-
ers can be used on various dSPACE 
simulation platforms (SCALEXIO®, 
DS1006, VEOS®), and an observer 
that was used on one platform can 
be reused on another. This way, 
observers that were created in the 
SIL and MIL development stage for 
virtual validation on dSPACE VEOS 
can be reused immediately for HIL 
tests, e.g., on SCALEXIO platforms, 
if these tests have the same test lev-
el. HIL tests can also be prepared by 
using test-the-test runs in VEOS.  

mation software AutomationDesk 
and layouts for the experiment soft-
ware ControlDesk. The solution can 
also be integrated in alternative 
tools. For the users’ convenience, 
they can automatically generate ob-
server-specifi c layouts for Control-
Desk that display the compliance 
status of each requirement during 
the entire execution (figure 3).
With the ControlDesk layout, the 
observers can be started, stopped 
and reset individually and comple-
tely independently of the simula-
tion model. The AutomationDesk 
templates let developers use the 
observers to permanently check 
the requirements while a specifi ed 
test sequence is being executed in 
AutomationDesk.
In this case, the generated test report 
includes not only the results of the 
individual test cases but also those 
of the observers. The time when an 
observer was triggered can be used 
to identify the cause of the trigger 
and thus the error.

Conclusion
The combination of the dSPACE 
Real-Time Testing (RTT) Observer 
Library and BTC EmbeddedSpecifi er 
creates a high-quality solution that 
massively improves test depth, es-
pecially for safety-critical applica-
tions, without prolonging the dura-
tion of the tests. To achieve a great 
test depth, it is important to per-
manently monitor the compliance 
state of each requirement indepen-
dently of the current test case and 
simulation scenario. This minimizes 
the risk of undiscovered errors 
caused by unintentional side effects. 
The tool-supported requirement 
formalizing with BTC Embedded-
Specifi er also increases the quality 
of the requirements. The new so-
lution integrates perfectly into the 
dSPACE tool chain for HIL tests and 
virtual validation. 
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When electronic control units (ECUs) are tested, realistically simulating com-
munication is essential. The new dSPACE Bus Manager gives users one cen-
tral tool for confi guring the bus signals for various simulation platforms.

B

 >>

us systems are the aorta of ECU 
networks: In modern vehicles, 
up to 100 ECUs exchange over 

10,000 bus signals. This communi-
cation has to be simulated and tested 
during the entire ECU development 
process so that it also works reliably 
in critical situations. With its Bus 
Manager, dSPACE provides a central 
implementation tool for all bus ap-
plications – from function develop-
ment, to virtual validation, to com-
prehensive hardware-in-the-loop 
(HIL) tests.

Bus Simulation for All
Be it virtual ECUs (V-ECUs), real ECU 
prototypes, or simulated ECUs in 
restbus simulation, the Bus Manager 
can be used in all of these cases to 
confi gure the bus communication 
and the data transmission to the 
test system. It supports the various 
validation scenarios of PC-based 
simulation with VEOS® and of HIL 
simulation with SCALEXIO® – seam-
lessly throughout the entire devel-
opment process. This way, the best 
simulation type is used in each case.

Figure 1: The Bus Manager provides convenient graphical configuration for LIN, CAN, and CAN FD bus simulation.

Central Confi guration Software
The Bus Manager provides several 
ways to select the parts to be simu-
lated. For example, all signals needed 
for bus simulation can be grouped 
either by communication cluster or 
by the related ECU. This increases 
effi ciency when users handle con-
fi gurations with multiple, and even 
different, buses. The Bus Manager 
makes it possible to reuse such con-
fi gurations for various simulation 
systems. Its current version supports 
the CAN, CAN FD and LIN protocols. 
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Other protocols, such as FlexRay 
and Ethernet, will be supported by 
future versions. Because only one 
tool is used to specify all the set-
tings and confi gurations in all devel-
opment phases and for all protocols, 
it is not necessary to familiarize with 
new tools in each test phase. This 
eliminates potential error sources.

Confi guring Communication 
with the Bus Manager
Each confi guration starts with a 
communication matrix from which 
all relevant information is extracted 
automatically. The Bus Manager 
supports all major fi le formats for 
communication, such as DBC, LDF, 
FIBEX, and ARXML. 
Users take the necessary elements 

also allows for static restbus simula-
tion without Simulink models, so users 
can perform simple tests immediately. 
For simulation with VEOS, users can 
work with the Bus Manager either 
as a stand-alone version or as a 
Confi gurationDesk component. 
During HIL simulation with dSPACE 
SCALEXIO, the Bus Manager is always 
a component of the implementation 
software Confi gurationDesk. Users 
therefore need only one software 
product to centrally confi gure all 
bus and network protocols.

Seamlessly from Virtual Valida-
tion...
Bus support adds important test 
features for PC-based simulation 
with VEOS. Now, the communica-

from one or more communication 
matrices and create their communi-
cation confi guration. They can switch 
between different views in the Bus 
Manager to always have the best 
possible overview during a variety of 
tasks, for example, of all available 
confi gurations and model interfac-
es. The fi nal confi guration can then 
be exported as a bus simulation 
container (BSC) and transferred to 
the target platform. Using the BSC 
format makes it much easier to reuse 
bus confi gurations in future simula-
tion scenarios so the same confi gu-
ration is available throughout the 
entire development process. In addi-
tion to Simulink models, existing 
simulation models can also be inte-
grated in the BSC. The Bus Manager 

Figure 2: The confi guration fi les generated by the Bus Manager can be used for and exchanged with various simulation platforms.
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Figure 3: Together with bus communication, VEOS lets users perform realistic simulations for initial function tests on the PC. 

tion outside of V-ECUs can also be 
simulated, tested, and visualized. 
With VEOS, users can import model 
parts from various sources and con-
nect them (fi gure 3). Bus confi gu-
rations created for VEOS can be 
reused later in HIL simulation, which 
ensures consistency throughout the 
entire development process.
At the same time, function testers 
using VEOS benefi t from existing 
test confi gurations for HIL simula-
tions, which they can use as their 
starting point.

... to HIL Simulation
The great advantage of the Bus 
Manager and BSCs for HIL simula-
tion is that they can be used for sev-
eral project variants. BSCs contain 
both the bus configuration and 
model parts, so the bus signals can 
be mapped to the model signals, 
for example. The interfaces to the 
plant model remain the same when 
a BSC is used for a different variant. 
This means that if a project changes, 
it is easy to replace the bus parts. 
This also makes it easier to reuse 
bus confi gurations in various projects.
If necessary, parameters and prop-

Bus Simulation
Container (BSC)

A bus simulation container 

(BSC) is a data format for

exchanging bus confi gura-

tions. It contains not only the 

data needed for the bus confi -

guration, but also a mapping 

or scaling model in the form 

of a Simulink implementation 

container (SIC). The SIC com-

bines all MATLAB/Simulink 

functions required for bus 

communication. It also con-

tains data for the experiment 

software ControlDesk.

The standardized interfaces of 

the BSC simplify the exchange 

of bus confi gurations between 

different application areas and 

projects, thereby making it 

easier to reuse the complex 

bus parts.

erties of the simulated elements 
can be changed during a running 
simulation – with both VEOS and 
SCALEXIO. For example, users can 
view, analyze, and modify signal 
values in the experiment software 
ControlDesk® during a running simu-
lation. If a simulation requires signals 
whose values change dynamically 
during run time, behavior models from 
tools such as MATLAB®/Simulink® can 
be used.  

V-ECU,    FMU FMU SICV-ECU BSC

Instruments and simulation 
control

Test automation and 
evaluation

Road and maneuver
definition

Visualization and
animation

Modeling tools
supporting FMI
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With the dSPACE on-target prototyping solution, new functions can be
integrated directly into existing electronic control unit (ECU) code and 
tried without having to perform complex software integration. This 
prototyping solution is extremely effi cient regarding the resources of the 
control unit and allows a seamless transition to series production by using
the production code generator dSPACE TargetLink. 

W
be extended, function development 
can be done directly on the ECU. If 
enough resources are still available 

hen only the functiona-
lity of an existing pro-
duction ECU needs to 

On-target prototyping merges 
function and production
development 

On-target prototyping merges 
function and production
development Right on

  Target

and the existing I/O is suffi cient, this 
can save the costs and effort for in-
tegrating and using additional pro-
totyping hardware. Moreover, using 
the production code generator that 
is also used for the fi nal ECU makes 

the code more effi cient in terms of 
memory and execution time. On-
target prototyping therefore auto-
matically ensures that the resource 
limits of the ECU are observed. This 
reduces the project risk. Furthermore, 
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Right on

  Target

using the production code generator 
results in a seamless transition to the 
actual production development, 
including the convenience and quick 
iteration that is expected of proto-
typing. The dSPACE on-target proto-
typing solution with the production 
code generator TargetLink® can be 
used not only for developing new 
functions on the basis of Simulink®/
TargetLink models. With minimal 
effort, these new functions can also 
be integrated as optimized code into 
existing ECU code for prototyping. 

The dSPACE On-Target Prototyp-
ing Tool Chain
The core of the dSPACE on-target 
prototyping solution consists of the 
ECU Interface Manager, the dSPACE 
Internal Bypassing Service, the RTI 
Bypass Blockset and TargetLink (fi g-
ure 1). The developers use the ECU 
Interface Manager to confi gure the 
bypass interfaces, which are required 
to integrate the new functions into 
the ECU code. Simulink/TargetLink 
are used to model the new func-
tions. Afterwards, the new functions 
are connected to the existing ECU 
software with the RTI Bypass Block-
set. This blockset connects the in-
ports and outports of the function 
models with the interfaces that were 

Figure 1: In combination with the RTI Bypass Blockset, TargetLink implements new ECU functions in the ECU code, which was prepared
with the ECU Interface Manager. 

Preparing the ECU Code

ECU Interface Manager

ECU

RTI Bypass BlocksetTargetLink

Developing New Functions

Original ECU code
(HEX, A2L, config.)

ECU code with
new function

Optimization

ECU

Prepared ECU code
(bypassing service and 

service calls)

dSPACE Internal 
Bypassing ServiceBypassing Service
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Figure 3: TargetLink and RTI Bypass Blockset for developing new functions.

Figure 2: To prepare the ECU code, the ECU Interface Manager analyzes the binary ECU software and displays it in a structured form, including 
the function names. Based on this, the bypassing service and the service calls are integrated into the new functions. 

previously prepared in the existing 
binary code. Subsequently, the de-
velopers generate the production 
code with TargetLink and create the 
binary code for the ECU. The result 

Integrating Bypassing Services 
Quickly and Easily 
The ECU Interface Manager is an 
integral part of the on-target proto-
typing tool chain. The tool quickly 

only some configuration informa-
tion, e.g., free memory areas. No 
further iterations with the supplier 
are necessary, which saves project 
costs and time. The ECU Interface 

Developing new functions on the ECU fast 
and with optimized resource consumption 

is a revision of the 
ECU, which con-
tains the newly de-
veloped functions. 
This revision is then 
transferred to the fl ash memory of 
the ECU. The developers can com-
plete all these steps independently 
because no access to either the 
source code of the ECU software 
or a stand-alone build environment 
is required.  

integrates the bypassing services and 
the interfaces for the new functions 
into the ECU code, which is available 
as a binary file. No access to either 
the source code or the build envi-
ronment of the ECU is required.
The ECU supplier has to provide

Manager, by con-
trast, uses a bi-
nary image of the 
ECU software to di-
rectly integrate the 

dSPACE Internal Bypassing Service 
into the ECU and to instrument the 
existing software in such a way that 
the new TargetLink functions can 
be integrated in all the required 
places. The ECU Interface Manager 
analyzes the program flow of the 

ECU Interface Manager

Free flash area

New controller function

dSPACE Internal Bypass Service (#)dSPACE Internal Bypass Service (#)

Data

Code

Code on the ECU

Original ECU function

Original ECU code
(HEX, A2L, config.) Prepared ECU code (HEX‘, A2L‘)

Service_call (#1)

Service_call (#2)

Original ECU
function

Machine-readable Human-readable Machine-readable

Existing ECU code – Prepared for bypassing

RTI Bypass Blockset – Modeling the interfaces to the ECU software

TargetLink – Modeling the new functions

Service
call Read

Write

Read

Interrupt

Service
call
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Y
U
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Benefi ts and Future 
Innovation   

The combination of the ECU

Interface Manager, RTI Bypass 

Blockset and TargetLink recon-

ciles the fast iterations of rapid 

control prototyping with the 

high demands for effi ciency and 

confi gurable production code. 

The existing production ECU can 

be conveniently used as proto-

typing hardware. As a result, 

resource consumption is kept 

under control, and due to the 

continued use of the function 

models with TargetLink, a seam-

less transition to production

development is possible.

The binary-code-based integra-

tion of service calls for bypass-

ing with the ECU Interface Man-

ager saves tedious integration 

loops that involve the ECU sup-

plier. Thus, prototyping can start 

immediately. For future dSPACE 

Releases, the new feature for 

virtual bypassing with TargetLink 

and dSPACE VEOS® on a host 

PC will increase productivity 

even further. 

existing code for the supported 
processor families Infineon Tri-
Core™, Renesas V850™ and NXP 
MPC 5xxx and provides the devel-
opers with the software structure 
and the relevant function names in 
a clear user interface for configu-
ration (figure 2). In this user inter-
face, the developers can specify, 
directly in the binary image, which 
interfaces are available during on-
target prototyping. If functions are 
to be completely replaced, the de-
velopers can also specify to fully 
delete them from the ECU code and 
reuse the memory. In the end, the 
ECU Interface Manager generates 
a new ECU image that contains the 
bypassing service and the required 
service calls for the integration of 
the function that is to be developed. 

Efficiently Using the ECU
Resources
After the new ECU image has been 
prepared in the ECU Interface Man-
ager, the new functions are devel-
oped with Simulink/TargetLink and 
the RTI Bypass Blockset. As a pro-
duction code generator, TargetLink 
generates optimized ECU code and 
thus supports the optimal use of the 
limited resources. In addition, using 
TargetLink enables a seamless tran-
sition to production. The tool chain 
supports two different scenarios for 
modeling new functions: 

1.  Developing Based on a TargetLink 
Model: In this case, all TargetLink 
functions are directly available for 
the developers, who can make 
all the specifi cations that are de-
sired for the fi nal ECU code in the 
model as early as the function 
development phase.

2.  Developing Based on a Simulink 
Model: TargetLink generates pro-
duction code from the model and 
combines the code effi ciency of 
TargetLink with reliable informa-
tion about the used resources at 
maximum convenience.

In both cases, the universal RTI Bypass 
Blockset connects the modeled func-
tion and the ECU code (figure 3). 
The blockset offers fl exible options 
for integrating the modeled function 
into the functional fl ow of the exist-
ing software. It provides access to 
variables of the existing software 
and makes it possible to call Simu-
link subsystems synchronously with 
the processing of the original ECU 
application. 
After confi guring the connection to 
the ECU software, the developers 
can start the automatic build pro-
cess for new functions at the click 
of a button. The build process au-
tomatically integrates the function 
into the ECU image. For this, it even 
uses fragmented memory areas to 
optimally use available resources. 

ECU Interface Manager

dSPACE Tool Task

dSPACE Internal
Bypassing Service

TargetLink®

RTI Bypass Blockset

Target-specific compiler
(third-party product:
HighTec compiler)

Intuitive tool for quickly integrating service calls for bypassing directly 
into existing ECU code

ECU service for extending existing ECU code with service calls for 
bypassing

Software system that automatically generates production code (C code)
directly from the graphical MATLAB®/Simulink®/Stateflow® development 
environment

Simulink blockset for easily connecting new functions with existing
ECU code

Transferring C code into object code for the processor families Infineon 
TriCore™, Renesas V850™, and NXP MPC5xxx

The tool chain described is valid as of TargetLink 4.2 (dSPACE Release 2016-B).

Optionally, it starts the fl ash process 
and thus directly transfers the newly 
created ECU image to the ECU 
without the need for manual steps. 
Access to the measurement and 
calibration parameters is provided 
via the existing ECU interfaces, as 
usual.  

Table 1: The tool chain for close-to-production on-target prototyping.
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Effi cient Hybrid Propulsion using 
Vehicular Communication”.
In the fall of 2015, the project was 
a success at the “MobilitätLogistik.
NRW” competition and therefore 
receives funds from the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 
for 30 months. The city of Paderborn 
and the engineering offi ce Geiger & 

Car2x communication is already a hot topic, especially when it comes to 
accident prevention. But cars that “cooperate” with each other and with 
the infrastructure could also improve propulsion.

Hamburgier (IGH) support the proj-
ect as associated partners. 

Analyzing Digital Mobility with a 
View to Effi ciency
Hy-Nets aims at bundling several 
topics of vehicle technology that up 
to now have been observed sepa-
rately, to open up entirely new effi -

W
not only the safety of future vehicles 
but also their fuel consumption and 
emissions? This question led dSPACE,
DENSO, RWTH Aachen University and 
the University of Paderborn to initiate 
their research project “Hy-Nets: 

Low Emissions 
Hy-Nets with Hy-Ne

Car2x communication for 
more effi cient hybrid drives

ould it be possible to use 
the advancing digitaliza-
tion of mobility to improve 
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ciency potentials for the hybrid
vehicles of tomorrow. In contrast
to existing controls of hybrid drives, 
which are primarily based on vehicle-
internal information, Hy-Nets for the 
fi rst time also considers Car2x com-
munication, i.e., the communication 
between vehicles and/or between 
vehicles and the infrastructure.
It is this holistic approach consider-
ing all the different levels that brings 
entirely new effi ciency maximization 
methods into researchers’ focus. 
These methods include predictive 
energy management, new autono-
mous driving functions and, espe-
cially, the “cooperation” of commu-
nicating vehicles in cooperative traf-
fi c scenarios.

Connecting Real Propulsion Tech-
nology with Simulated Traffi c 
Scenarios
To accurately analyze the interaction 
of the real hardware and software 

tion of mobility could also open up 
entirely new and promising possibili-
ties in an ecological context.  

With the kind permission of the Hy-Nets 
project consortium.

Test facility in Aachen: For the Hy-Nets project, a real hybrid drive is connected to a hardware-in-the-loop simulator on a test bench. The simu-
lator simulates the vehicle environment, the general traffi c fl ow, and the entire vehicle and infrastructure communication. This creates virtual 
traffi c scenarios that can be used to thoroughly test the hybrid components. This work is done partially at the Center for Mobile Propulsion, 
which is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, the largest independent research funding organization in Germany).

of a hybrid drivetrain with such 
complex traffi c scenarios, Hy-Nets
is building a prototype of a state- 
of-the-art hybrid drive (DENSO) and 
will install it in one of the most ad-
vanced test facilities in Europe 
(RWTH Aachen University).
On a test bench, the prototype will 
be connected to a powerful simulator 
that simulates the traffi c environ-
ment of the hybrid vehicle (dSPACE), 
the general traffi c fl ow, and the en-
tire vehicle and infrastructure com-
munication (University of Paderborn) 
with utmost precision. This makes it 
possible to operate the real hybrid 
drive in complex simulated driving 
scenarios that are based on real traf-
fi c data (city of Paderborn) and traffi c 
light control data (IGH). The research-
ers of the Hy-Nets project hope to 
use the insights from the test bench 
to develop a more demand-appro-
priate design of future hybrid drives. 
This would mean that the digitaliza-

” For the very fi rst time, Hy-Nets makes it possible to measure the direct 
effects of future networked traffi c scenarios on a real hybrid drive and 
evaluate the interaction with the environment with a view to energy 
consumption and vehicle fl ow.”

Ulrich Schwarz, Senior Manager EV/HV, DENSO
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Real-Time ECU Access with SCALEXIO

In hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) tests, 
direct real-time access from the HIL 
simulator to the unit under test is 
necessary to be able to synchro-
nously measure and adjust internal 
electronic control unit (ECU) vari-
ables. The dSPACE HIL simulator 
SCALEXIO® does this by using either 
the serial dSPACE DCI-GSI2 hard-
ware or an XCP-on-Ethernet inter-
face that is already on the ECU.
To access the variables in the ECU 
code, bypass service calls are needed 
as access points in the ECU code. 
These service calls can be inserted 
manually on the basis of the ECU 

source code, or automatically on the 
basis of binary code. For automatic 
insertion, dSPACE provides the ECU 
Interface Manager, a powerful and 
intuitive tool that lets test engineers 
make the necessary adjustments for 
ECU access whenever they need to.
This gives users the ability to access 
the ECU under test conveniently 
from the real-time application. They 
can, for example, simulate values of 
inaccessible ECU sensors, such as the 
temperature, pressure or acceleration 
sensors, directly in the ECU without 
real stimulations that cost a lot of 
time and money. This way of access 

also lets them react to the internal 
states of the ECU software during a 
running test and thus specifically 
and immediately infl uence the prog-
ress of the test. Moreover, isolated 
tests of the ECU software’s subfea-
tures can be performed on the ECU 
hardware (white-box testing).  

Seamless CAN FD Support

Since 2014, dSPACE has supported 
the CAN FD communication proto-
col. It is now integrated completely 
in the dSPACE software and hard-
ware tool chain. Rapid control proto-
typing systems, such as MicroAuto-
Box II, communicate via CAN FD 
during initial function validation in 
the lab or vehicle. SCALEXIO® does 
so in hardware-in-the-loop tests of 
the ECU communication. In addition 

to the software-confi gurable sup-
port of ISO CAN FD and non-ISO 
CAN FD that has been provided 
since 2015, wake-up and sleep 
functions as well as partial network-
ing are now also available. To con-
fi gure CAN FD communication, you 
can use either the Bus Manager or 
the implementation software Real-
Time Interface (RTI). The experiment 
software ControlDesk® makes it pos-

sible to monitor and modify the 
real-time communication.  
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dSPACE Software Only as 64-Bit Versions  

As of dSPACE Release 2016-B, all 
dSPACE software products for Win-
dows are available only as 64-bit 
versions. This concludes the step-
wise transition to the 64-bit tech-
nology that started with dSPACE 
Release 2015-B.  
Since the 64-bit technology can ad-
dress more memory, you can create 
and translate more complex models, 

perform more extensive tests, and 
manage a larger volume of measure-
ment data. Some use scenarios are 
also executed faster. With the use 
of the 64-bit technology, the main 
memory requirements of the PC in-
crease to 8 GB.  

ECU Interface Software:
New Functions, Easier Packaging      

With dSPACE Release 2016-B, 
planned for November 2016 (sub-
ject to change), new functions and 
an easier, application-oriented pack-
aging are added to the dSPACE 
ECU interface software, which in-
cludes the ECU Interface Manager.
One main extension to the ECU Inter-
face Manager 2.0 is the support of 
SCALEXIO® and Confi guration Desk®. 
By accessing internal electronic con-
trol unit (ECU) variables, users can now 

infl uence HIL test sequences and 
simulate inaccessible sensors during 
a running ECU test (page 60).
Another new feature is the TargetLink®

support for on-target prototyping 
(internal bypassing) on a production 
ECU (page 54). In addition to the 
automatic integration of bypassing 
services on the basis of binary code, 
TargetLink code can now be imple-
mented and validated in existing 
ECU software. Using TargetLink 

ECU Interface Manager 2.0

ECU Interface Software

NEWECU In

External bypassing • Internal bypassing • Service integration based on binary code

therefore allows for a seamless
transition to production code and
a more effi cient use of the limited 
ECU resources. In addition, the re-
sources required for series produc-
tion can be identifi ed very early on.  
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TargetLink 4.2: On-Target
Prototyping, Automotive
Ethernet, and Much More

TargetLink® 4.2 (dSPACE Release 
2016-B), the new version of dSPACE’s 
production code generator, for the 
first time supports the dSPACE on-
target prototyping tool chain (page 54). 
This lets developers benefit from the 
highly efficient TargetLink code in 
production-close prototyping and 
minimizes project risks by means of 
resource profi ling and the seamless 
transition to series production. 
Another important new feature is 
TargetLink’s ability to generate enu-
meration types and variables (C enums), 
which further increases the code’s 
readability and makes integrating 

legacy code even easier. For AUTOSAR-
compliant development, TargetLink 
now supports AUTOSAR 4.2.2 and 
increases the performance of multi-
core systems via asynchronous client-
server communication. In addition to 
more AUTOSAR improvements, such 
as non-scalar interrunnable variables, 
TargetLink 4.2 offers complete sup-
port for Automotive Ethernet. The 
modeling possibilities in Simulink®/
Statefl ow® were extended further by 
Stateflow Superstep semantics, ac-
tivity flags for states, and an easier 
handling of buses. The new TargetLink 
version also further improves the 

MISRA-C:2004-/MISRA-C:2012 com-
pliance of the generated code. Shortly 
after the release of TargetLink 4.2, a 
new version of the SYNECT Add-On 
for TargetLink will be released, which 
makes it much easier to use TargetLink 
in large, distributed development 
teams and automates large parts of 
the use.  
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SYNECT – Seamless Data Exchange via OSLC

dSPACE’s data management software, 
SYNECT®, supports the Open Services 
for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) stan-
dard. On the basis of OSLC, SYNECT 
can directly communicate and interact 
with other data management systems 
that also support the standard. Data 
can be viewed, modifi ed and linked 
in different tools. This is a great ad-
vantage for TargetLink® users, for ex-
ample, as they develop and test their 
models. From within the SYNECT test 
management project, users can quickly 
generate a “Defect” (problem report) 
for a failed test case in OSLC-capable 
change and issue management sys-
tems, such as IBM® Rational® Team 
Concert™. Change requests resulting 
from the problem report can then 
easily be linked to the models, inter-
faces and parameters that are cen-

trally managed in SYNECT. This lets 
users view the necessary changes, 

trace them to their source and imple-
ment them at any time.

Link data is kept in different data management systems, and traceability and visibility are 
created across tool boundaries.

SYNECT®

Model and Test Management Change and Issue Management

IBM® Rational® Team Concert™ 

Interfaces Tasks Defects
Change requirements

Models
Test results

Test cases

P
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Skillfully Avoiding Collisions  
ZF has developed a new emergency 
steer assistant that will help avoid 
rear-end collisions of trucks. The com-
pany recently demonstrated to the 
German press how reliably the ad-
vanced driver assistance system works. 
dSPACE MicroAutoBox was one of 
the tools used for the setup of the 
controller prototype.  

Adaptive Control for Assembly 
Machines 
Chinese researchers use an adaptive 
control with integrated disturbance 
observation to optimize the position-
ing precision of surface-mount-tech-
nology (SMT) assembly machines for 
circuit boards. To demonstrate their 
solution, they used an experimental 
setup based on the universal dSPACE 
DS1104 R&D Controller Board and 
dSPACE ControlDesk. 

Driving School for Autonomous 
Vehicles 
Students of Stanford University devel-
oped high-performance algorithms
for their autonomous vehicle to avoid 
accidents. They installed a dSPACE
MicroAutoBox in the vehicle to help 
them achieve intelligent driving func-
tions with which the vehicle can avoid 
sudden obstacles, for example.

The motto for the new emergency steer assistant 
EMA (Evasive Maneuver Assist) by ZF is collision 
avoidance and maintaining driving stability. 
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_ZF

ZF uses a MicroAutoBox as the prototype
controller in the truck. 

Discover intriguing and innovative applications, achieved with dSPACE development tools

An SMT-based assembly requires high-precision
positioning capabilities.  
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_SMT

Students train their autonomous vehicle
to recognize and avoid obstacles.  
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_Stanford

Electronic components for the autonomous
control. The MicroAutoBox plays a central
role in their development.  

DSPACE ON BOARD

dSPACE on Board  

The adaptive algorithms are calculated on
the DS1104 R&D Controller Board.

Source: © Stanford University

Learn more about these applications online, 
via videos, photos, and reports: 
www.dspace.com/go/dMag_20162_REF_E

Source: © ZF Source: © BILD

Source: © Stanford University
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dSPACE Test Benches – Highly Dynamic 
with Maximum Flexibility

Whether you’re developing electric steering systems, brake systems, or electronic control 

units with integrated sensors – dSPACE provides tailor-made test benches for each use case.

Put your systems to the test under extreme conditions, with forces and torques from 

measure ment data or real-time vehicle dynamics simulations. Benefi t from our know-how 

that covers everything: design, planning, installation, and support. All from a single source.

Our scalable systems range from small rotary test benches for offi ce use, to large test 

benches for complete steering systems.

Maximum fl exibility and turn-key solutions – from dSPACE.

Bosch – Quickly and Reliably Evaluating a 48 Volt Hybrid    

Mitsubishi – Flexibly Implementing Autonomy  

Porsche  
 Mechatronically Validating 
 Steering Systems
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